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CHAPTER I 
THE SAME SOURCE 
1 
As early as the beginning of the reign of Constan-
tine the Great, there seemed to be nothing left of the 
Greek Drama as far as public performances were concerned. 
Nearly all forms of dramatic entertainment had degenerated 
into scenes and actions that displayed and expressed the 
lowest kinds of degredation. The drama, as a real living 
form of art, had disappeared completely at the breaking up 
of the Roman World. It was a process of natural decay, 
hastened by the hostile attitude of Christianity. When 
Constantinope became the capital instead of Rome, drama-
tic literature ceased to appear in the world. For more 
than a thousand years there were no real dramatic perfor-
mances. It was during this period that sacred drama be-
gan to develop. Like every other kind of drama, it had 
its beginning in religious ceremonies. 
Scriptural lessons were given by priests who were 
the absolute interpreters of Biblical passages. Since 
the people could not get these lessons by themselves, 
there was great need of impressive explanations. The 
priests became better and better interpreters. They be-
came so proficient in embellishing their discourses with 
vivid illustrations from life that a dramatic litera ture 
developed, founded on Christian teachings. 
2 
Symbolism, mimetic action, and dialogue began to be 
used by these leaders in the Church. The Mass developed 
into a decided r ealistic representation. From the first, 
of course, there were dramatic tendencies in Christian 
worship, ;.J.S there always have been in all other religions. 
Soon nearly all dissArtations in the Church were given a 
touch of r ealism. 
Take , for instance , the ritual used at the dedication 
of a church.1 The bishop and his procession approached the 
closed doors of th8 church from without , but one of the 
clergy was placed inside. Five blows of a staff were given 
on the door and an anthen was raised asking for the door to 
be opfme d for the King of Glory. From wi thin the question 
VJC'.S raised , "Who is that King of Glory?" The r eply was 
given, 11 ·rhe Lord, Himself. He i s that King of Glory . " 
rhen the doors were opened, ana as the procession slipped 
through, he Vlho was within slipped out to join the train . 
It was D. dram tic expulsio!:l of the spirit of Evil. 
There are ot her instances of early r ealistic repre-
spnt.ations also very interesting. On Palm Sunday the usu-
al procession was extended and went out s i de the church and 
around t~r clrurch yard , bearing palm ~ , ~prig s of y ~~ or 
1 E. K. Chambers , 'Ihe Mediaeval Stage, II , 4 . 
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a singer would be dressed as a prophet during scenes 
described by the leader. The reading of the Psalms was 
often made into a regular Oratorio. A tenor voice ren-
dered the part of the evangelist, a treble the sayings 
of the Jews and disciples, while a bass represented the 
voice of Christ, Himself. Dramatic use was often made 
of the Lenten veil, and the linen cloth of the altar. 
'Then, again, putting out the lights at the time o1' the 
portrayal of the Crucifixion would symbolize the grief 
of th~~ apostles. In the early days of the Church, the 
practice of the washing of feet became an established 
custom among the most pious. This mimetic action in ma-
3 
ny of the church services with various kinds of s~rmbolism 
showed the development of sacred Christian drama, which 
had a similar origin to the ancient Greek drama, both 
having sprung from religious observances and celebrations. 
Certain events in Bible history needed more explana-
tion in order to make them sufficiently vivid. These 
were the first to r eceive dramatic attention. In the be-
ginning, Easter, of course, was given the greatest con-
sideration. In the Easter s ervice , after the verse , "The 
Lord hath risen!" the service proceeded as follows: 
l. Psalms ; 2 . The Lord's Prayer; 3. Blessing; 4. Mark xvi; 
5. Three les sons of the day (commentaries). The fir s t 
dramatic element VIas introduced after the third response. 
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The choir split in twain, and from one side stepped forth 
three priests to represent the three Maries, while from 
the other side two priests advanced to represent the wo-
men at the grave. ·rhe al ta.r was the Holy Sepulchre (as 
it was the manger during the Christmas celebrations). 
Proceeding to the altar, the three Maries were met by 
the women, who chanted, "Whom seek ye in the Sepulchre, 
0 Christians?" 
The answer was given, "Jesus of Nazareth, the Cru-
cified; 0 dwellers in Heaven." 'The response followed, 
"He is not here. He hath risen, as was prophesied. Go 
ye, and proclaim tP~t He hath arisen from the tomb." 
The women at the tomb added, "The Lord hath truly 
risen as He hath said. Behold, He shall go before you 
into Gallilee where you shall see Him. Hallelujah! Bal-· 
lelujah!" Then came the regular service. The original 
explanations or interpolations were called tropes, when 
either new material was used, or more extensive phrasing. 
There would often be question and response elaborated by 
selection of individuals from the choir group who would 
then represent certain characters. Symbols were conti-
nually used, and they were most realistically regarded. 
When the Cross was used as the symbol of Christ, it re-
presented the Body as well as the Spirit. The actual 
person of Christ was not at first represented. 
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This drama in the church during service, enacted by 
the clergy, was quite necessary. The dialogue explained 
events to those who did not understand Latin, in which 
the services were conducted. The dramatic representations 
composed of interpolations or tropes, had great education-
al value. They can easily be traced back as far as the 
seventh century, but it is believed that they had their 
beginnings almost as soon as the Church itself became well 
established. 
Towards the end of the ninth century independent 
schools of tropes writers grew up. One in northern France 
produced Adam of St. Victor. At another, in the Benedic-
tine Abbey of St. Gall near Constance, Notker and Tutilo 
were the great names. There was a third school of Trope 
Writers in northern Italy, but it has not been studied so 
much as the others. 
rhe later trope, concerned with scenes of the Cruci-
fixion, was enlarged into a Pas sion Play. Old scenes were 
used in a more spectacular manner and joined with other 
scenes to make a complete story. Representations began to 
1 be more higr~y dramatic. For instance, the Maries had 
their heads veiled, and wore surplices, capes, hooded gar-
ments, white linen vestments, etc., either w~ite or 
1 E. K. Chambers, The Med:I,Q.eval Stage, II, 34. 
colored costumes . Very often they wore white while the 
Magdalen was clothed in red. The angels, or angel, as 
the case might be , sat within the sepulchre or at its 
door. They , too, had vestments generally white, and 
veiled or crowned heads. They held lights, a palm, or 
6 
an ear of corn, symbolising the resurrection. The Apostles 
are not often described in the old dramatic literature. Pro-
bably they wore the ordinary priestly robes. At Dublin, St. 
John, clothed in white, held a palm, and St. Peter, in r ed, 
held the key, as distinguishing characteristics. 
In such a manner religious observances grew up at the 
hands of the priests and finally developed into liturgical 
play s by tne end of t he sixth century. All the important 
events of the Bible were given dramatic repres entation. 
This became the highest form of entertainment. In the 
time of Gregory the Great (the end of the sixth century) 
the drama tic reli gious celebrations for feast and holidays 
had become extensively established and wer e greatly improved. 
In the ninth century there was further liturgical elabora-
tion in churches, garments, decorations, processions, and 
in the scenic presentations in the great monasteries. The 
Gregorian tex t s were suppl emented. In both Easter and 
Christmas cycles, incidents in certain plays became dis-
tinct dramas, after a number of years of performance. The 
two methods og growth wer e by accretion and assimilation. 
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There were cycles around the Virgin ana Mary Magdalen 
which later were made into the greater Passion Plays. 
These are chiefly preserved in French and German manu-
scripts , and are so enormous in length that one is amazed 
at the immense number ol lines to be memorized. Human 
and realistl c elements grew in these plays, but the vari-
ous developments always left untouched the Bible charac-
ter of Christ. 
In the eleventh and twelfth centuries the apostles 
were introduced more definitely. The personal represen-
tations made use of concrete descriptions in t he Gospel 
of St. John. Mediaeval dramatists in the twelfth century 
introduced the character of Jesus, using John, 20 , for 
the justification. This particular incident was a favorite 
scene with the thirteenth century dramatists. "Mary cometh 
to the sepulchre; so do Peter and John, ignorant of the 
Resurrection. J esus appears to Mary Magdalene, and to His 
disciples. The incredulity, and confession of Thomas. The 
Scripture is sufficient to Salvation." 
The Great Tragedy was always reverently received. 
From its liturgical period through its transition stage 
to the era of the mystery, miracle, and morality plays, 
the drama had social significance. It occupied a vital 
place in the civic life of the people and in national de-
velopment . The following is a quotation by Charles Mills 
I, 
Gay ley: 
In the Miracle Plays of our forefathers, the mirth, the 
proverbial philosophY, the social aims, the aesthetic 
and1religious ideals of the Middle Ages still live for us. 
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At first these plays existed as units, each commemor a-
ting some episode in the life of Christ, or of the saints, 
or some fragment of Old Testament history. But gradually 
they were united into cycles, covering great extents of 
Scriptural history and legends, from the world to i ts end. 
In England semblances of these pl ays have been found to 
have existed before the Norman Conquest, in dramatic para-
phrases of the sacred narrative presented by the clergy in 
connection with the Divine service. 
The Latin tongue of the tropes was gradually changed 
to the vernacular in the twelfth century. In the thir-
teenth century a pl ay was written entirely in French, save 
for the Latin dramatic action. This play wa·s called 1J! 
Resurrec.11Qn and was only part of a manuscript. The time 
of the play cover ed the event of Joseph's asking Pil ate 
for Christ's body to the movement when Caiphus and his 
soldiers guarded the tomb awaiting the resurrection. This 
play foreshadows the extensive fifteenth century mysteries 
in which the entire life of Christ is given. La Resurrec-
tion shows transition development. The prologue is 
1 Charles Mills Gayley, The Star of Beth1ehem, Intro. 
particular as to stage setting, fixed according to the 
stations of the mediaeval platform. The author speaks 
of "don" Joseph and Nicodemus, and refers to the vassals 
of Caiphus; even Joseph, in his greeting to Pilat~ shows 
the Mediaeval spirit of temporal inferiorit.y by his sub-
missive "Monseigneur." And in return Pilate rejoins: 
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"Let not Heracles, who killed the dragon and destroyed 
the old Gerion, give wealth and honor to hom who greets 
me so tenderly." Changes in scene were made by the actor 
stepping from one place on the stage to another. 
During tne twelfth and thirteenth centuries the dra-
matic element had encroached slowly but steadily over the 
religious element, until the dramatic overbalanced the re-
ligious, and the two became separate. Then the mimicry, 
song, speech and instrumental music, foundations of real 
drama, beg&n to take on more of the regular theatrical 
style of performance. Also, from this time on, plays 
were often enacted outside the church. ·rhe evolution of 
the liturgic play may be fairly held to have been complete 
about the middle of the thirteenth century.1 
Easter plays appeared first in the development of re-
ligious drama, but Christmas plays were more extensive in 
departing from the strict order of the ~criptures. For 
several centuries dramatists were careful not to approach 
1 E. K. Chambers, ~ Megiaeyal Stage, II, 69. 
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those details of Christ's death which formed the most sa-
cred elements in the service. The Resurrection was chief-
ly dealt with until about the fifteenth century, when the 
Crucifixion received extensive treatment. Thus did the 
little plays develop and become very popular throughout 
Europe, but especially did the Passion Play endear itself 
to the heart of the German people. 1 
Even as the .Mary Magdalene scenes occupied larger 
and more definite space in the Benedsktbeur and Wiener 
Passion Play, so the Marienklagen, at a time when the 
Latin German drama was passing into the vernacular, had 
an individual development. Whether or not they were frag-
ments of larger dramas, it is certain that they formed a 
species peculiar to Early German drama, and were reflec-
tive of a definite German Marienkultus. 2 It is believed 
that the German Christians sang of Mary as the minnesingers 
lauded the national heroes in their lieds and sagas.3 
These Marie~lagen, based upon the Latin sequence, 
were subjected to the same transforming influence as the 
tropes. They were characterized by lyricism and dramatic 
power, and because of the few personages required in the 
1 Charles Mills Gayley, Plays of Our Forefathers, and Some 
of the Tradi1ions U~on Which XheY Were Founded, 1904. 
2 Ibid., 230. 
3 Diemer, Hermine, Obera~ergau and Its Passion Play. 
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performance, were much sought after by the village people 
in Germany. 1 In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries 
r eligious plays had become very prominent in parts of Ger-
many, especially in Bavaria and in the Tyrol. These 
plays were generally prepared by the clergy or monks. Ma-
terials for plays were taken from the Bible or parts of 
history. Later they were made into festival plays. 
In the Easter Qyen Ouaeri~ the liturgical drama 
wa s born.2 But it was so popular as to become the model 
for two very similar tropes belonging to Christmas and 
to the Ascension, but not used earlier than the eleventh 
century. The addition of the apostle scene complet ed 
the evolution of the Easter play for the majority of the 
churches. There wer e , however, a few in which the very 
important step was taken of introducing the person of the 
risen Christ himself. The earliest extant version of 
tlus scene of the Quem qua~ritis is of the twelf t h cen-
tury) from a Prague convent. The new scene closely fol-
lows the Scripture narrative . The various versions of 
the Quem Quaeritis plays transformed the whole character 
of the liturgical drama. This scene is a powerful f actor 
i n the present play of Oberammergau, 3 as is also the 
1 Gay l ey , PlaLS of Our For5lfaj;;hers , 230. 
2 E. K. Chambers, The .N!eJtl..q.e:v:a.J Stagg, II, 10, 31, 40. 
3 Alois Daisenberger, Ihe Passion Play Qf Oberammergau, 
Ac t 16 . 
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importance of the characters of Mary, the mother of Christ, 
and Mary Magdalene. There are many ancient stories, plays, 
songs, and legends about Mary, the mother of Christ, which 
show great adoration for her, especially on the continent 
of Europe. Reference is here made to E. Wechssler, Die ro-
manischen Marienklagen (1893); A. Schonback, Die Marien-
klagen (1873); cf. Creizenach, i, 241; Jullville, i, 58; 
Sepet, 23; Milchsack, 92; Coussemaker, 285, 346; Meyer, 67; 
Pearson, ii, 384.1 
Dr. R. Froning gives these plays in his book,2 all of 
which have a great similarity to the Oberammergau play, 
both in the speeches and actions: Das Trierer Osterspiel, 
Das Redenttner Osterspiel, D1e Dramerscene aus dem Wolfeg-
buttler Ostersn:Lel, D1 e Kramers,gene aus dem dritten Erla.uer 
Spiele, Die Thomas und die Apostelscene aus dem Innsbrucker 
Osterspiele, Die Thomas und die Apostelscene aus dem Wiener 
Osterspiel, Die Apostelscene a~s dem Sterzinger Osterspiel, 
Das Osters~iel yon Marl, Die Marienklagen, Die Liechtentha-
ler Marienklagep, Das Benediktbeyrer Passionspiel, Wiener 
Passionsptel. 
1 E. K. Chambers, The Medl~eval Stage, II, 40. 
2 Dr. R. Froning, ~s Drama ges Mittelalters, 46-324. 
CHAPTER II 
A COMBINATION OF LITURGICAL PLAYS 
In his article on the Pas sion Play of 1849, Guido 
Gor res proves that antiquity had exerCised great influ-
ence upon the spiritual spectacles of the first Chris-
1 tian Era. We are told that in the fourth century, Gre-
gor of Nazians (the author of QUffering Chris!) admits, 
himself, that he took Euripides for a model when writing 
the Pas s ion Play. Gorres says further that in 1436 the 
arena of a Roman Amphitheatre a t Bouges, France, was re-
construct ed to be a two story roofed Christian Amphithe-
atre where the Acts of the Apostles would be performed. 
It wa s also said by Trautman t hat ther e was resemblance 
between the Theatre Olimpic at Vicenzo, the theatre of 
Audr ed Pozzo, a J esuit Fa ther at Rome, and the Passion 
Stage at Ober ammer gau. 
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Similar things may have happened in Italy a nd Germa-
ny. Just a s the meditative discussions of the prologue 
of the explaining angel s are t o be consider ed r emnants 
of t he chorus , so in the di vis.ion of t he stage i tself, an-
tiq_ue i nflu ence may have been of impor tance ; especially 
in a city l i ke Augsbur g whos '? arti sti c o.nd conL~t 8rci~ll l i f '~ 
v;a s in const ant touch with I taly t hroughout the Middle 
1 Guido Gorres, "Report of the Ober ammergau Pl ay," His-
t or i s cb.poli t i s cben Blatt~tn, VI, 1 840 . 
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Ages. Both the learned clergy in the Benedictine monas-
teries of these times as well as the Jesuits of later 
times were very familiar with classic examples of anti-
quity. For these reasons combinations of plays became 
neces sary for satisfactory dramatic effects. 
The history of the drama is the same throughout Europe. 
It all sprang from a religion which was the same, more or 
less, under Rome for a great many years. There there was 
the same use of Latin, Roman law, and the same beliefs and 
superstitions. The Passion Play can be tra ced to the 
fourth century, in the beginning of the regular establish-
ment of the Church. 
To show how popular Passion Plays were in the Mediae-
val Period, it is interest:tng to read that at Rheims a 
Crucifixion Play was produced before sixteen thousand peo-
ple in 1490. In 1815; a.t Anton, a theatre was erected by 
the church and citizens, capable of seating eighty thou-
sand people. The Resurrection Trope was most important 
of all in these plays about Christ. The dramatic climax 
was r eached on Good Friday with the death of Christ upon 
the Cross. For that event many religious celebrations 
during the days of Holy Week were a preparation. Easter, 
then, was the final dramatic scene. From the ceremonies 
of Good Friday and those of Easter, from the tropes by 
which in simple dialogue the words of the bible characters 
were given by the priests, the first great dramas of the 
Middle Ages were made. The crucifixion was not at first 
materially r epresented. Only a symbol was used . But 
the Resurrection was from the first quite realistically 
portrayed . 
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The desire of human beings to try to imitate the ac-
tions and passions of each other, and the development of 
that desire from time to time into better and better acting 
is described very aptly by Professor Charles Mills Gay-
l ey : 
In the folk-f estivals of our Norse and Teutonic an-
cestors, a.nd in the lays of the mediaeval minstrel, the 
desire for dramatic representation struggled for an out-
let; it found expression , crude and lewd and personal, 
in those survivals of the southern mime which l ent spora-
dic laughter to the merry makings of castle and court 
all through the ages known as dark and mediaeval; it 
posed sincere, ascetic , a.wkward , in the dramatic off-
spring of the humanist, when now and again some clois-
tered devotee of Aeschylus, Euripides, or Terence sought 
to inspire his pagan models with the breath of Christian 
belief, or to convert the material of the classics into 
modern incident, character, and device. Plautus (in whose 
comedie s, with those of Terence, St. J erome was wont to 
seek refreshment after strenuous season$ of fasting and 
prayer) was imitated in a specie of similar amusing plays , 
as early as the fourth century. Terence, the dear de-
light of the mediaeval monastery, was in the tenth pruned 
of his pagan charm and naughtiness, and planted out in 
six persimmon comedies by a Saxon nun of Gandersheim , 
Hrosvitha--comedies of tedious saints and hircine sin-
ners a.nd a stuffy Latin style. And in tr..at same cen-
tury a tragedy of the SUFFERING CJffiiST was patched up of 
lines from Aescbylus and Euripides. 
Neither the lingering rites of a decadent supersti-
tion, such as furnished forth t he f es tivals ot' Saxon 
spring and harvest, nor lifel ess adaptation of the clas-
sics , could sati.sfy the dramatic instinct of a civilization 
16 
groping, to be sure, but none the less advancing, toward 
an ideal of richer content, religious and social . To be 
effective, vital drama must represent spiritual conflict 
or the jostle of social adjustment .! 
As in the liturgy the germ of dramatic development 
r ests . in the sacrifice of the mass, so in the calendar 
of the church the dramatic climax is r eached on Good Fri-
·day with the gospel of our Lord's death upon the cross. 
For that most solemn of events in human history the agony 
of the pr eceding days of Holy Week has been cumulative 
preparation, and of that sacriflce the triumph, Easter, 
is the only compensatory, the divinely dramatic, outcome. 
From the ceremonies attending the ritual of these days--
Good Friday and Easter--and from the tropes , by which in 
simple dial ogue the words of the scriptural participants 
were distributed among the officiating priests, the first 
. 2 gr eat dramas of our forefathers sprang • 
••••••• So far the materi als for a world-cycl e had 
been furnished by the scriptures appropriate to the f es-
tivals of Christ 's birth and his r esurrection. There r e-
mained but one step to complete the movement, ana that 
was suggested by the scriptures appropriate to Advent, 
Holy Thursday , and Whitsun Day. Of these the first ce-
l ebra t es the entry of our Lord into Jerusalem, and so 
connect s the story of his birth and active career with 
that of his pass ion and r esurrection. It also, indirect-
ly, connects his r esurrection with the whole after-story 
1 Plays of Qur Forefather~, 2 . 
2 Ibid., 14 . 
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of the church militant; for the collects and scriptures 
of Advent sound the cry not merely of the first coming 
of our Lord in humiliation and grace, b-U.t of His second 
coming in glory and judgment: "Behold the Bridegroom 
cometh"; "The kingdom of God is nigh at hand"; "Make 
straight the way of the Lord"; "Behold, 0 people of Zion, 
the Lord will come to save the nations." And there pro-
ceed, accordingly, from the celebrations of the Advent, 
season dramas of the Wise and Foolish Virgins, and of the 
Man of Sin, the Anticrxist, who is to trouble the nations 
before the day of that second advent of the Lord.l 
All these dramatic elements have been retained in 
the prP.sent Oberammergau Passion Play, either in the re-
gular texts of songs, dialogues and prologues, or in tab-
leaux. 
Creizenach gives a good account of the Antichrist 
legend. The earliest dramatization is in Latin by a Ger-
man poet of the Tegernsee, about 1160. The play was un-
usually well constructed. The AnticPxist displays many 
signs and wonders to . show that he must be the Messiah. He 
was a Devil, the son of a devil, and ordered vices Heresy 
a.nd Hypocrisy to contaminate the innocent. This play con-
tains semblances of legend, scripture, history, morality, 
symbols and marvels, all welded together in a kind or new 
drama for the times. Other countries did not have this 
kind of drama until about two hundred years later, when 
it flourished as a combination of the miracle and morali-
t y play. 
1 Gayley, Plays Q! Our Fqrefathers, 28. 
,. 
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The Mariola. t r y of the eleventh century had, as 
Cre izenach says,1 produced by the beginning of the twelfth 
a host of stories of the miraculous intervention of the 
Virgin on behalf of the afflicted who venerated her, or 
of the la.w1ess and criminal who placed themselves under 
her protection. By the end of the fourt eenth century ma-
ny of these stories, some from the apocryphal gospels 
and the legends of the saints, but more from mediaeval 
songs, storles, and romances familiar to common people or 
royalty, were made into a dramatic form and given before 
large audiences, not only in Paris but also in many smal-
ler places, by the semi-religious, semi-artistic associa-
tions of the different localities. In the plays about 
the Virgin Mary, she was all powerful. The characters 
were very human, and the action showed simply how NOTRE 
DAME nelped the afflicted and wrongly accused among her 
worshippers in a loving and majestic manner. 
Petit de Jullevil1e2 gives a good description of the 
manner of performance of the Passion Play in 1547. The 
stage was very large and had stationary scenery; a pa-
villion with columns above which was Paradise, where God 
was enthroned and surrounded by the four Virtues--Justice 
1 Creizenach, Ges.Qhichte des nei1ren Dramas, I, 143. 
2 Hist. de la Langue et d~ la litt. France, II, 405; 
Le Theatre en france, 1 - 35. 
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Peace, Wisdom, Mercy; a wall with a gate representing 
Nazareth; a second pavilion enclosing an altar and the 
ark of the covenant--the Temple; another wall with gate, 
tower and house--Jerusalem; and so on: the Palace, House 
of Bishops, Golden Gate, the Lake of Tiberias, Hell and 
Limbo. These were, however, but a few of the many struc-
tures required for the mystery. The performers were not, 
as in England, just from trades or crafts, but of all 
degrees--nobles, the lower clergy, magistrates, lawyers, 
as well as other more common people. Even girls and lit-
tle children took part sometimes. 
Though the miracle plays of the Middle Ages were some-
times amusing by thems elves on account of certain episides, 
playwrights did not make it a part of the business of that 
particular form of drama to be humorous. In the allegori-
cal drams, however, the interludes and earlier comedies, 
the purpose to delight by means of mirth not only perva-
ded the play itself, but prologue and epilogue and the ad-
vertisement of the play also. In this capacity Balaam 
deserves special mention. He and his ass--especially the 
ass--were destined to give an entirely different tone to 
certain sacred festivals in which at first they bad played 
serious parts. !be Pronhets, Xhe Flight into Egy~, and 
The Entry he turned into parody, irrever ence, fr equently 
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of drunkenness and obscenity. Probably some of these or-
gies were a survival of prechristian rites by which Teu-
tons and Celts, even Romans as well, had been wont to 
welcome the approach of spring or propitiate the arri-
val of winter. But the amusing occasion in lands and 
among peoples call ed Christian was the appearance of a 
donkey in the church. 
There is a tradition that about the middle of the 
eleventh century Heribert IV persuaded the clergy of the 
Vermandois to suppress the Feast of the Ass. This tra-
dition has been doubted; but in a manuscript of the years 
1160-1180 which used to be in the Cathedral library of 
Beauvais, there was ·preserved until the seventeenth cen-
tury the ritual of the feast itself. 1 
It was the custom to hail with mirth the _singing of 
that verse of the MAGNIFICAT on New. Yearts eve which runs, 
11 He hath put down the mighty from their seat, and hath 
exalted the humble and meek," and to make this something 
of a burlesque show. In the feast of the Deposal o1· the 
Mighty, from an early date known as the Feast of Fools, 
there were included not only pagan customs of Rome, but 
customs inherited from barbarian ancestors of the West--
unconscious reminiscences of festivals propitiatory of 
1 Chambers, I, 285. 
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animals and vegetables and gods. Hence the dancing, the 
drinking, the exchanging of clothes, the turning of' them 
inside out, and the parading as beasts. 1 The Feast of 
the Circumcision, and soon of Christmas and Holy Innocents 
Day all became a Festival of Asses as well. Balaam and 
the Magi are blamed for the responsibility of having so 
much importance given to the ass. 
In Germany, and elsewnere on the continent, the don-
key invaded still another festival, that of Palm Sunday. 
On that day, as Naogeorgus tells us, 
•••• the anniversary of Christ's riding into Jerusalem, a 
wooden ass, with an image on it, being placed on a plat-
form with wheels, and dressed up, was drawn by the people 
bearing branches of palm to the church door. On its ar-
rival there the priest blessing the branches, converted 
them into assurances for a year against loss or damage 
by tempes t; and then, prostrating himself before the ass, 
he lay on his face till another priest roused him by the 
application of a rod of the largest size. On his rising 
two others fell on their faces and sang in that position; 
afterwards, standing and pointing at the figure on the 
ass, they announced that olive boughs were strewn before 
him because he had come to redeem the faithful. This 
ended, the ass with the figure being moved along, the 
people cast branches before both; and the dummy was 
dra~~ into the church in procession, the priests going 
before. The people followed, struggling for the holy 
boughs over which the pageant had passed. The whole be-
ing concluded, the boys went to the church in the af-
ternoon, and bargained with the sexton for the use of 
the ass, which they drew through the streets, singing 
verses ind gathering money, bread, and eggs from the 
people. 
1 Kirchmeyer, transl. by Barnaby Googe, in N. Shakespeare 
Sod.ety. 
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The above description shows the characteristic of 
the German people to exalt, more than other peoples, the 
pagan folk-festivals into Christian ceremonies which long 
before this Gregory the Great had advised his missionaries 
to do. It also shows the German spirit of thrift both 
of time and vitality. The homor in their plays was not 
of so wasteful a nature. 
The Feast of Fools, a kind of burlesque representa-
tion .of the reiigious administration of the times, origi-
na t ed in the celebration on the last evening of the old 
year when the MAGNIFICAT was sung; especially with the 
transfer of the precentor's staff. Though this Feast of 
Fools was distinct from that of the Ass, it was marked 
with similar riot, from a very early date, though not at 
first of such a nature. From very early times the servi-
ces of the thr8e days after Christmas were celebrated 
quite extensively. The deacons had their anniversary on 
Christmas day; the next day a celebration in honor of St. 
Stephen (since he, himself, was a deacon). The priests 
had their on December twenth-seventh (sacred to St. John 
the Evangelist), and the choir boys their s on December 
twenty-eighth, on the commemora tion of the Massacre of 
the Holy Innocents. From the beginning of the tenth cen-
tury notices survive of these observances with much the 
same ecclesiastical procedure as that which marked the 
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transfer of authorit,y in the festival of the sub-d eacons. 
But the procedure of the Christmas celebration was digni-
fied and never became so infamously notorious. But by 
1360 the Feast of the Fools had domina ted the other cele-
brations mentioned above. In Germany, in 1360, the fool-
master of the staff is lord of asses and the boy bishop 
as well. In England this festival was not so lurid, ac-
cording to Professor Gayley. It was forbidden, in 1236, 
by Bishop Grosseteste as a "vain and filthy recreation 
hateful to God and dear to devils." It survived, however, 
until 1390. 
The reign of the Boy Bishop was less provocative of 
adverse criticism than that of the Lord of Ass es or the 
Abbot of Fools; and it certainly preserved in England, 
France, and Germany, for a longer period, the integrity 
of its original tradition. But this ceremony also was 
full of turbulence, disguisings, profane plays, and mo-
ckery of divine worship. 
The cer emonials of Asses, Fools, and Boy Bishops wer e 
the means of founding certain societies which made it 
their busine ss to try to expose folly . To these societies 
is due a development in the l a t er Middle Ages of certain 
ty pi cal char act er s pr ominent in liter a ture, dramatic and 
sa t i r ical. Bu t ther e was not much humor in the mi r acl e 
pl ays , even when t hey passed int o the hands of the l a i ty . 
In this respect the Oberammergau Passion Play has pre-
served the traditional spirit of the Mediaeval Miracle 
Play. 
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In the pageants of the middl e and later periods the 
tender phases of the Christ story were steadily developed. 
But always the Virgin remained the center of emotion. A-
gain and again in the crucifixion and resurrection pl ays , 
thA central figure i s the Virgin. Jesus generally pre-
sents a theological a spect, Mary never. In the N-Town 
Cr1hcifixiop, when J esus, in the grea ter business he was 
ab~ut, i s unmidtful, appB.r Ant l y , of hl:!r, the !l1i.1tcbl e:ss 
motherhood ass erts itself in dramatic pathos: 
0 my 
Thou 
Thou 
For 
sonne, ~ sonne, my derlyng dere! 
What have I defended (offended) thee? 
hast spoke to alle tho that ben here 
And not o word thou spekyst to me! 
To the J ewys thou art ful kinde, 
has t forg eve al her mysded~; 
And the thef thou hast in minde, 
onys askying mercy heven i s his mede. 
A! my sovereyn Lord, why wilt thou not 
speke 
To me that am thi modyr, in peyn for thi 
wrong? 
That I were ou t of this sorwe so strong!l 
The humanism in t he above l i nes is very similar to 
that in many scenes in the Oberammer gau Pas s ion Play. 
Just before J esus made his l a st visit to Jerusal em, his 
mother said to him words that expr ess a like pathos: 
1Ga~ley, Plays of Our For efathers, 89 . 
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Mary. Jesus, my beloved son! with tender yearning I has-
tened with rey friends to see Thee once before ·Ihou 
goest away. 
Christ. Mother, I am on my way to Jerusalem. 
Mary. To Jerusalem! There is the temple of Jehovah, where 
once I carried Thee in my arms to offer Thee to the 
Lord. 
Christ. Mother, the time has come when the will of the 
Father must be fulfilled, and I must offer myself. I 
am prepared for the sacrifice which the Father requ i res 
of me. 
I Mary. A h. I foresee vrha t this S9.Crifice will be. 
Mary Magdalen. 0 denrest mother! How greatly we wished 
to keep the best of Masters with us. 
Simon. But his resolution is firm. 
Christ. My hour is come . 
Dis'ciples . Then pray to the Father that He will l et it 
pass by. 
The women . The Father will hear Thee as always . 
Christ . My soul is troubles; and what shall I say : Fa-
ther! Save me from this hour? But for this hour I 
came into the world. 
Mary. 0 Simeon! Simeon! venerable man! Now will be 
fulfill ed what once thou didst prophecy to me. A 
sword shalt pierce thine own soul also. 
Christ . .Mother, tr...e will of the Father has ever been sa-
cred to thee. 
Mary. And ever vrill be. I am tne handmaid of the Lord. 
What He r equires of me , that will I bear with patience . 
But one thin, my Song, one thing I beg of Thee . 
Christ . What requirest thou, my Mother? 
Mary . That I may go with Thee in to the fierce struggle of 
suffering, that I may go even to death with Thee . 
John. What love! 
Christ. Thou wilt, dear mother, suffer with me: thou 
wilt combat with me my death-combat, and with me 
shalt thou celebrate the victory. Therefore, be 
comforted. 
Mary. Oh God, give me strength tlmt my heart may not 
break. 
The women. Ah! best of mothers. 
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Mary. Then, my beloved Son, I go with Thee to Jerusalem. 
The women. Dear Mother, we will go with thee. 
Christ. Th0n may est go hither, but r est now with our 
friend from Bethany--! commend to thee, faitl~ul 
friends, rrw beloved mother and the companions with 
her. 
Simon. Oh, thou leavest to us the sweetest pledge of 
Trv love. 
Magdalene. After Thee, none is dearer than Thy mother. 
Lazarus. If only Thou, beloved Master, couldst remain 
here also. 
Christ. Comfort ye one another. After two days ye may 
set out together on the way towards Jerusalem, to "'1e 
present on the great day of the feast. 
Mary. As Thou wilt, my son. 
Christ. Mother, mother! for the tender love and mater-
nal care with which, for three and thirty years, 
thou hast surrounded me, receive the ardent thanks 
of thy son. The Father calls me. Farewell, be-
loved mother! 
rv,ary. My son, where shall I see thee again? 
Christ. There, dear mother, wbere the Scriptures will be 
fulfilled: He was led as a lamb to the slaughter, 
and he opened not his mouth. 
Mary. Ah God--Jesus my son!--Thy mother! 
All the women. Oh dearest mother! 
Dis cipl es. Ah what calamity awa its us all. 
Chri s t. Do not surrender in the first comba t. St and 
fa s t by me . 
Di s cipl es . Yea, Mast er, f ast Uf Thee--with Thee and for 
Thee . 
The women and Lazarus . Oh our beloved Teacher! 
Simon. The blessing of my housel Come now beloved mo-
ther, vouchsafe also to enter my house . 
Magdalene . 0 what a privilege we esteem it. 
Martha. To have the mother of our Lord with us. 
Lazarus. Ye too, beloved, come to us. Our sorrow and 
tears we will mingl e toge ther. 
All. Ah, would that the beloved Teacher might r eturn.l 
Thi s humanism was c bar acteristic of all mirac le 
pl ay s of this order. It has not only been reta ined by 
t he present Ober ammer gau Pa s s ion Play but has been en-
hanced . The pathos and sublimity ar e similar ch~racter­
i s tics . 
Realism in nearly all Mediaeval play s seemed to be 
wi thout limi t. No r eligious char a cter s wer e too sacred 
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to be r epresen ted on some stage . The devil and his agents 
wer e in many of t he mediaeval dramas and wer e mor e r ealis-
t ically por t r ayed . Of cours e t his was necessar y in t hose 
pl ay s wher e hell itself was a part of the stage s cenery. 
While t he humani sm of the ol d pl ays has been so well 
1 Joseph Al oi s Da i senberger, The Pa ssion Pl ay of Ober a mmer -
gau , Act 3 , Scene 1. 
l 
I 
I 
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preserved in the Oberammergau Passion Play, the realism 
of the old medi aeva.l miracle play has been gradually eli-
minated until now many critics say that there should be 
a r e turn to the more realistic r epresentations of those 
dramatic scenes in the life of Christ as given in the ear-
lier Passion Plays. 
In those first pl ay s the devils took charge of Judas 
in order to show his greater punishment. Also all the de-
tails of the Crucifixion scenes were represented on the 
stage in full view of the audience. This has now been 
modified to the extent that Christ has been pl aced upon 
the cross before the curtain rises. The only extreme r e-
alistic touch is in the sound of the hammering of the 
nails to fasten Christ upon the cross, which is all done 
behind the scenes . Neither does Judas any longer hang 
himself in front of the audience. The scene only goes 
as far as when he throws his sash over tpe branch of a 
tree and about his neck but it i s done in such a manner 
as to make his death certain. 
However, there i s still enough realism to show the 
r esemblance to those older miracle plays. The following 
lines from scenes in which Judas i s the main character 
give many realistic touches: 
(Just as Christ had been sentenced to death, Judas enter ed 
the scene of t he trial.) 
Judas . I s it true t~~t you have sentenced my Master to 
death? 
Rabbi. How darest thou push thy way into the Assembly? 
Out vrith thee. Thou wilt be called if thou art 
wanted. 
Judas. I must know. Have you condemned Him? 
All. Be must die. 
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Judas. Woe ! Woe1 I have sinned! I have betrayed this 
righteous man and you, blood thirsty Judges, have con-
demned and murdered Innocence . 
ftll. Judas ! Pest silent or--
Judas. No more r est for rue ! No more for you. The blood 
of Innocence calls f or vengeance ! 
Caiphus. What confuses thy soul? Speak ! Eut speak with 
respec t ! Thou standst before the High Council 1 
Judas. You mean to deliver up to death One who is inno-
cent of any crime t You may not do it ! I shall 
protest t You hnve made me a betrayer t ·rhose 
cursed pieces of silverJ " 
Annas. Thou hast offered thyself, and hast taken the mo-
ney . 
Josaphat. Consider, Judas t See t Thou hast r eceived 
what thou asked for. And if--
Judas. I will have no more 1 I tear up your infamous con-
tract t Give up the innocent man l 
Rabbi. Get thee gone, thou fool t 
Judas. I demand ba ck the Innocent Man t My hands shall 
be clean of His blood. 
Fabbi. What? Thou infamous betr ayer t Thou wishest to 
teach l aw to the High Council? Know thou, thy Master 
must die, and thou hast delivered Him to His death t 
All. He must die t 
1 
i 
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Judas. He must die t And I am a betrayer t I have de-
livered Him up to His death t Then tear me ·to pieces, 
ye devils of the deepest Hell; destroy1me 1 Here, bloodhounds, take your cursed money t 
In the older versions these lines were enacted realis-
tically. Devils appeared and apparently did tear him to 
pieces, and then bore his soultto hell. But in the later 
renderings there is not so much realism. Judas in a fren-
zy of grief throws the money violently on the floor of 
the stage. In a kind of wild desperation he unwinds his 
black sash and prepares to hang himself when the curtain 
falls. Up to 1890 he climbed the tree on which he was to 
commit suicide. Now he does not even give the death 
shriek which was formerly almost the last sign of him on 
the stage. Sebastian Wild made quite a use of the devil 
and his evil spirits in his adaptation of the play. 
The scene of the scourging has much of the realism 
of the older dramas. 
Caspius. He has had enough, he is all covered with blood. 
All. Thou pitiable king of the Jews t 
Sabinus. What 1 What kind of a king is tlus? He holds 
no scepter in his hand; he wears no crown upon his 
head? 
(They put the crown of thorns upon the brow of Christ and 
press it cruelly dovm. A purple robe is thrown around 
him and a "scepter 11 ple.ced in his hand.) 
l J. A. Daisenberger, ~he Passion elay Qf Oberammergau, 
Act i, Scene 4. 
l 
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Milo. Stand up J Thou will be led about as a spectacle. 
Sabanus . There will be r e joicing among the Jewish people 
when their king appears before them in full royal 
splendour 1 
Cas pins. Take him hither. We may tarry too long .1 
Some of the extreme realism remains in the scene 
where those upon the cros s are to have their bones broken. 
Servant of Pilate. By the command of my lord, the Gover-
nor, shall the limbs of the crucified be broken, and 
their bodies taken down. Before the eve of the great 
feast all must be finished. 
Captain. It shall be done at once. Men, get up and 
break the legs of those two. 
Catilina. Let us quickly end this heart-breaking busi-
ness. 
Faustus. Strike hard, that he die 1 
Catilina . This one will not wake again t 
Nero. The other I will soon put out of the world. 
(The men climb up the l adders with clubs and strike the 
l egs of those on the cross , breaking the bones, apparent-
ly, and the bodies immediately slump down.) 
Mary . Ah t J esus, they will not trea t Thy sacred body 
so t 
Nero. Movest thou no more? No--he ha s his reward. 
Magdalene . Ah 1 Spare Him. Spare Him 1 
Catilina. His is already dead; it i s not neces sary to 
break his bones. 
Faustus. To be sure2of his death I will open his heart with my l a nae . 
1 Daisenberger, Act 12 . 
2 Ibid ., Act 14 . 
When the long spear penetrates the side of Christ 
blood is apparently seen to come from a deep wound, 
another touch of mediaeval realism. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE SUPERIORITY OF THE OBERAMMERGAO 
PASSION PLAY 
In order to understand why this particula.r miracle 
play was outstanding amont ot.her miracle plays, 1 t is 
necessary to understand something of the history of the 
peopl e of this place. At the first sight of the little 
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settlement of Oberammergau one is impressed by the unu -
sual appearance of a steep, lofty mountain peak that seems 
to go straight up from the center of the village, and 
hold its sharp, j agged , green-draped face high above all 
other mountains in vi ew. 
This is Mt. Kofel, the guardian of the little town 
of Oberammergau. The pea ceful little village is in the 
highlands of Bavaria, a bout seventy miles southwest of 
the beautiful, artistic, inter esting city of Munich, 
which has been somewhat in the na ture of another guardian 
to the little town. The altitude of the village i s 2,-
745 f eet. Mt. Kofel, thou gh cover ed with larcn and fir 
trees, has s t eep a nd dangerous looking slopes , very r e-
markable in appear ance . Yet it has always been a beloved 
ob ject f rom the earliest times. It was well known to 
the Romans , who named the sett lement in t his pl a ce , 
"St a tio Covelia cus ." I t was proba bly more or l ess of a 
Roman settlement. During the Middle Ages bridal couples 
cel ebra ted their betrothals on the summit of this moun-
tain with music and danclng. In 1580 a colossal figure 
of a knight was se t up on the top of the mountain. La-
t er thi s was r eplaced by a large cross. 
At a l a ter period, during the Teutonic invasions, 
tbe barbaric hords swept down and drove the Romans from 
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their station a t the Kofel back into Italy, and then oc-
cupied the country in t hese Bavarian Highlands themselves. 
It is probable, however, that the Barbarians , though des-
cended from the Teutons, have also Celtic and Italian 
blood in their veins. For tbis r eason t he people o1· Ober-
ammer gau are not like ordinary peasant s , a s i s commonly 
thought. They were civilized and cultured hundr eds of 
y ears ago. An old Roman road from Italy to Augsburg, the 
Roman stronghold, pa ssed through t be Valley o1· the Ammer 
wher e the Roman l egions had a sta tion, and Roman mer-
c hants , pas s i ng through thi s village , stay ed overnight 
and displa.yed their mercha ndi se. Consider able knowledge 
must have been brought to the litt l e village by means of 
t his road. Roman names , findings and inscriptions prove 
that Ober ammergau wa s once a Roman post. 
About 7 50 A. D.,l Thas so, a priest, a nd some 
1 Hermine Di emer, Qberamm~rgau and It s Pa ssion Play, 18 . 
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companions, came to Oberammergau as the first missionar-
ies. But the inhabitants had probably become familiar 
with Christianity before this time through the Roman 
soldiers who were stationed there. In the earliest 
times Ammergau belonged to the Parish of Waltenhofen 
whence Thasso and his friends bad come. Toward the end 
of the ninth century an old guelph, Ethiko, appeared in 
Ammergau. With twelve faithful followers he lived on 
the estate of Ambrigo. It is believed that the name Et-
tal is derived from Ethiko-Tal (Ethiko's Valley), that 
a monastery he was supposed to have founded was estab-
lished here , which was later transferr ~'d to Al tomunster. 
Emperor Lewis's grandmother was a member of Ethiko's 
clan, and so it seems possible that this emporer founded 
his monastery at Ettal on the same spot of his ancestor. 
This famous monastery of Ettal, so close to the lit tle 
village , had great influence in its development from the 
fourteenth century on. But before this establishment of 
Ettal Monastery, for many years the Ammergau remained in 
the immediate possession of the guelphs, until Ethiko's 
l ast descendant sold the fami ly es t ate to Emperor Barbara-
sa. It then became the property of the Hohenstaufens who 
l ater gave it to Otto von Wittelsbach, together with the 
duchy of Bavaria. 
I 
Lewis of Bavaria founded the monastery of Ettal in 
quite a dramatic manner, according to the legend. There 
is great lasting religious sentiment in connection with 
this. On his return home from Italy, where he had just 
been crowned king, he was attacked by enemies near Mi-
lan. While he was in the monastery of St. Victor, pray-
ing for help, a monk appeared to him, bearing in his 
arms a bea~tiful ima ge of the Madonna. This monk pro-
mised the Emperor Lewis divine aid if he would carry the 
sacred image north until he should r eceive a sign from 
heaven, and at the place where this should be given 
found a monastery for the preservation and worship of 
the Modonna. Emporer Lewis gave the promise and depar-
ted with his holy burden. 
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After the Emperor's horse had climbed the steep 
road to the Valley of Ettal, it knelt three times and 
refused to go further. The Emperor interpreted this as 
the heavenly message , and here he founded the Monastery 
of Ettal. At the laying of the corner stone the Emperor 
Lewis of Bavaria gave to the villagers of Oberammergau 
a paper r ecognizing their freedom. This monastery, to-
gether with a still older one called Rotterbuch, has had 
a great influence over the people of the little village, 
for the monks were always i nteres ted in their lives and 
had consider abl e jurisdiction over them. 
There was great prosperity after the Monastery of 
Ettal was established in 1330. The Ammergauers were gi-
ven privileges and liberties very unusual for those 
times. The Emperor provided well for his new monastery 
and gave it his heredity estate in the Ammer Gau. He 
frequently visited this settlement at Oberammergau and 
watched its progress with much kindly interest. In this 
little village the miracle plays were probably given in 
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a much better manner than in most other places. i 'hey 
came under close supervision of the Monastery or Ettal, 
three mile·s away, and kept higher ideals. Their natur-
ally artistic tendencies were also cultivated by the dra-
matic as well as the spiritual guidance of the religious 
teachers of the monastery. 
The foundation of Ettal made more traffic on the 
old roa d from Italy to Augsburg, and the people of Ammer-
gau were guides to the traders, going with them as far 
as Schongau. Lewis, the Bavarian, gave the burghers and 
peasants of Ammergau the right to lodge all travelers, 
and to stop all merchandise passing through the village, 
just as they did at Murnau for inspection. The t eamster s 
formed a guild of their own, the "Union Waggoners." In 
1420 the Duke Wilhelm and Albrecht extended still more 
the rights of the Ammergauers. A law was made that no 
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one except Ober ammergauers should have the right to 
help with horse the mercb..ants passing by. A hill near 
the village has the name "Wa.rbiehl'1 because the "war(e)s" 
used to be stored there until they could be forwarded 
on. The Laine at tha t spot is call ed "Esella ine" (Don-
key's Laine) as the mules would be watered there. The 
old road also passed by "Warbiehl" and led towards Kap-
pelberg. Oberammergau obtained money and wealth in these 
ways, and by immigration of many tradespeople and serfs 
the population increased gradually but steadily. 
The villagers were continually brought into direct 
contact with the civilization and l earning of the outside 
world. After the road from Verona to Augsbur g was r~­
stored it wa s used by gay hunting parties of thE Emperor 
as well as by thP. caravans of Ital i an and German merchants . 
The l aw t hat all goods ~d to be unloaded and exposed for 
sale in the village , a.nd that the cart~rs of Oberammer-
gau had the exclus ive right to transport the goods to the 
near es t station on either side gave much a.cquaintance 
with the products of other pl aces , especiall y with t he 
industrie s and a rt s in the flourishing towns of Augsburg 
and Nuremberg, from whicb. they l earned much of the arts 
of the Middle Ages . All these various kinds of knowledge 
tended to make the people of the little village mor e 
expert in their dramatic interpr etations of events in 
Scri pture , through the dramatic training given to them 
by the monks of the neighbori ng monastery . 
The unusual development of music in Germany gave 
more dignity and artistic value to their dramatic per-
formances , and especially to their miracle plays. Soon 
after the rise of the Troubadours in France, a somewhat 
simila r movement began in Germany, though whether the 
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two wer e directly connected i s disputed. The poets of 
this order in Germany were called Minnesingers (love 
singers, from "minne 11 , love). It is thought that their 
ar t vras much more an expansion of the mediaeval adoration 
of the Virgin as the ideal of womanhood, than i n the case 
of the rroubadours. 
The l eaders and patrons of this school of poesy a nd 
song in Germany were of noble rank, notably all the Hohen-
s t aufens from Barbarosa to Conradier with Wencelaus I of 
Behemia. a nd many princes of eastern Germany. 
The Minne si nger flourished chiefly in the r egion of 
southern Germany, included i n a triangle whose base ex-
t ends eastwar d from Str assburg or Ba sl e on t he Upper 
Rhine , to Vienna on the Danube, the apex being in rhurin-
gia or Fra nconia . The western Minnesinger s wer e often 
inf l uenced by French models. 
The Minnesinger differ ed from those of France in 
more emphasis upon the beauty of nature , upon r ellgious 
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feeling and upon abstract qualities of character. They 
were generally more reflective in style. The melodies 
were more austere and stately than those of France. In 
Germany the text came first in importance and after that 
the melody. Yet the spirit of the true song was not ab-
sent, finally shaping melodies into forms related to 
the popular airs tlmt in the sixteenth century led to the 
Protestant chorales. 
As a rule the Minnesinger avoided the help of jong-
leurs probably from a sense of the dignity of his art. 
They were their own interpreters and accompanists, and, 
though using the same classes of instruments as in France, 
were not urgent about instrumental effects. The true 
Minnesfnger, therefore, did not pass early into forms of 
popular song. Its character and associations kept it 
mainly in the hands of a limited, aristocratic class. 
Following the Minnesinger came the Meistersinger. 
·rhis name came from tne idea that only those who had won 
the t echnical title of master, or expert, were competent 
to fix the standard of verse and song. A characteristic 
of the Meistersinger was his custom of forming local so-
cieties, more or l ess secret and exclusive, like the ma-
ny guilds or trade unions. These .clubs were governed 
by elAborate rules. Entrance was by a kind of initia-
tion. The members were divided into classes presided over 
by officers. High standards were set up. 
Soon after 1300 these musical guilds multiplied ra-
pidly in Germany. The noted centers in the fourteenth 
century were Frankfort, Colmar, Nuremberg, Zwickan and 
Prague. To these were added in the fifteenth century, 
Strassburg, Augs-b g, Rafisbon, Ulm, a.nd Munich. The 
little town of Oberammergau, then, had much musical edu-
cation from Augsburg, Munich, and Nuremberg. 
The historic influence of the Meistersinger move-
ment was considerable, since it affected all Germany, 
and spread somewhat to adjac·ent countries. In the later 
fift eenth century and afterward, some of its strange 
melodiPs were adopted as subjects for treatment by com-
posers, and probably they exercised some influence upon 
the beginning of popular religious song at the Reforma-
t . 1 .1on. 
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In the sixteenth century the story of rn1sic in nor-
thern Europe gathers about three centers--Austria, the 
seat of the Hapsburg line of Emperors; Bavaria, more or 
less associa.ted with Austria; and · Saxony, the headquarters 
of the Protestant Reformation. Austria and Bavaria were 
intimately affili ated with Italy. Saxony began to de-
velop sacred music. Here Reformation music developed, 
being the place of Lutheran Protestantism. Martin Luther, 
1 Waldo Selden Pratt, !.he Hig:tory of . Music, 89-92 .· 
native of Saxony, was a highly educated Augustinian 
priest, well versed in music. In 1523-1526 he empha-
sized the importance of church songs. H,rmns were then 
written in metrical form. Melodies for them were either 
taken from favorite folk songs or were newly written in 
a similar style. These melodies were called chorales. 
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Luther greatly improved choir and congregational 
singing. Much of the wealth and depth of modern music 
may surely be traced in large measure to the mental and 
spiritual stimulus· that came from the Protestant Refor-
mation in Germany. The various Saxon states, including 
cities like Dresden, Leipsic, Erfurt, Muhlhausen, Witten-
berg and Magdeburg, were regions musically distinct at 
this time. To meet the demand for German music a mul-
titude of writers began to appear throughout northern 
Germany. 
The musical importance of Austria in the sixteenth 
century arose from its relation to the Holy Roman Empire. 
·rhe dignity of the Austrian Court required the maintenance 
of a musical establishment whicb came to have international 
significance. The close relations of the Empire and the 
Papacy brought their musical activities into the same 
cla ss. 
Bavaria was almost as powerful a factor in the Empire 
as Austria. It was strongly Catholic, in sympathy and in 
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close communi cation with Italy. Some of its cities, 
like Nur emberg, Au gsburg, and Ulm, wer e musically known 
throughout Europe, not only as Meistersingers, but as 
headquarters of music, printing, and instrument making. 
About 1550 Munich rose to eminence under the culture 
loving Dukes Albrecht and Wilhelm. From this place, es-
pecially, the people of Oberammergau received most of 
their musica l education, di r ectly or indirectly. 
The broader application of music to rel.igious utt er-
ance was fir s t conceived in the atmosphere of German life. 
In south Germany, especially, there was great musical 
s trength and an unusually large number of musical geniuses. 
There i s a long list of Bavarian musical masters found in 
all histories of mus ic. 
In the s event eenth century German church music im-
proved more than that of any other country. 
The Monastery of Ettal was from the fir s t a constant 
t eacher in all ways of living to the peopl e of Oberammer -
gau. Besides cultivating mus ic and education, it encour-
a ged and helped to develop more extens ively the art of 
wood carving , which had been brought into the village i n 
t he twelfth century from t he monast ery or Rothenbuch. 
This provided a means of living f or the people Vlhen other 
ways failed . It f inally 0ecame t he chief indu stry of t he 
11 ttl e village . 
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The craft of wood carving, though of a ver y simple 
nature, brought considerable income to the people of Ober-
ammergau. Traffic on the old roads brought advertising 
of their work in many parts of Europe. So many samples 
of their wood carving were sentroroad that regular sales 
stations were establi shed in most of the countries of 
Europe, from St. Pet ersburg to Spain. The history of the 
study of this art shows the artistic nature of these 
people. 
In 1715 this business was in its highest prosperity. 
But misfortunes interfered with the work when Prince Elec-
tor, Karl Adalbert of Bavaria, tried to recover his Aus-
trian lands. The attention of the people was diverted to 
the hardships of war and its confusion and destruction. 
Traffic on the roads was interfered withm, making an ad-
ditional handicap to the wood carving industry. The in-
come from the performances of the Passion Play gradually 
became the greatest means of support. In 1746 Oberammer-
gau had to suffer from famine on account of the failure 
of crops. Then fire burned one half of the village and 
floods came from the Laine River, causing still more 
ruin. As if this were not enough, the French bombed and 
looted the village in 1800. 
The art of wood carving did not keep up with the pro-
gress of the Passion Play, which was another cause for its 
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decline in prosper i ty. There was not enough varie t y in 
the forms, the s tyl es had become old f ashioned, and many 
new models of carving were needed. A competition in the 
wood carving bus i nes s grew up at Groden, whose carvers 
s old goods cheaper and s eemed to be better salesmen every-
where. Soon there were over one hundr ed and fifty Groden 
firms on the cont i nent and only a few fron• Oberammergau. 
·rhis meant that there were now no chances for the edu-
cation of the poor, as formerly, and that the Passion Play 
was the only source of income and means of education and 
culture. 
Through the first fifteen years of the nineteenth cen-
tury all art was dis couraged. There were continuous wars, 
a nd new highways and railroads were built which made the 
old, well known commercial road to and from Oberammergau 
usel ess, in this manner injuring the little villa.ge. But 
through all these discoura gements a s well as through those 
of f amine and flood which came upon t hem also during tnese 
times, the peopl e still gave the Pa s s i on Play successful-
ly, as far a s t he per f ormance of the Play itself was con-
cerned. 
For t he little v i llage was a lways f ortuna te in hav-
ing , from t i me to time, di stinguished l eader s who gave 
their time and their means t o the improvement of art among 
t hese peopl e . Nilwlans Unhock believed in givi ng the 
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carvers a chance for training in carving, and a donation 
of his made it possible to buy carving models and drawing 
sets. In 1810 a glass grinder gave lessons in wood carv-
ing free of charge. Later a painter took his position. 
Then it was thought necessary to have drawing l es sons 
given in the elementa y school of the village and Tobias 
Flunger, who had attended an Academy at Munich, was made 
the teacher. From 1856 lessons were also given in model-
ing. The Bavarian government wanted to found a carving 
school in Oberammergau a few years later, but through 
some misunderstanding on the part of some of the people 
of the village, this was not allowed. The government then 
established a carving school at Partenkirchen of which 
Oberammergau was declared a branch and put under its su-
pervision. 
The carving school in the village continued to grow 
and in 1870 the upper part of the school house was turned 
into a room for drawing. Two years l ater Bohmlander, an 
ivory carver who had studied at Nuremberg, was made an 
instructor for two years. Then Ludwig Lang was the next 
teacher. He bad studied in Munich and was not only very 
capable but unusually enthusiastic in his work. For se-
veral y ears he taught without asking for any remuneration 
and often used his own rooms for pupils. Under his in-
struction the school was soon nble to have a budget of its 
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own. Profits from the sal es of wood carving obj ects be-
gan to increase steadily. In 1 888 three silver medals 
were given to the school at the Munich exhibition. ·rhen 
the carving school became independent of the village 
school and was allowed to unite with the Art Craf t School 
in Munich. 
More donations made it possible to build a school for 
wood carving in 1899. It contained two rooms for drawing 
and one for modeling. (At the present time this is one 
of the buildings that belong to "Hansel and Gretlheim. ") 
Four yea rs later Anton Lechner, a ~ulptor and painter who 
had been trained in Munich, was made an assistant at 
the school. Under his direction a libra ry of profes ~ ion­
al works wa s founded . The t eacher s in the wood carving 
or art school attended trade schools themselves a t Munich. 
In 1900 the school was a sked to give up the toy in-
dustry. In s ome insta nces a rtistic touches had been done 
away with by mechanical production, but though this brought 
a number of extra sales the work was not consi dered the 
highest kind of art. So many students began to attend the 
wood carving school that a l arger and more comrr.odious buil d-
ing was needed after a few years. Munich architects de-
s i gned this new building, which was er ected in 1809. 
Christian Wittman, a sculptor who had been with the t r ade 
school at Furt~was made the t eacher of carving. Anton 
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Lechner, who had been an assistant in the school, was 
more interested in the painting of the carvings and went 
to Munich to the Municipal Art Craft School. In 1929 
schools of art in the village obtained the privilege of 
having students take final examinations and obtain de-
grees of mastership. The state took charge of the school 
in 1923. 
In three years the art building had to be enlarged 
and modified for the purpose of obtaining better light 
conditions. Lectures on the history of art, style, and 
plastic anatomy were pla ced in the courses of study. 
Anton Lechner was the head master for many years, resign-
ing in 1928. His son, Wilhelm Lechner, a sculptor, took 
his place. He designed and made the soldiers' memorial at 
Landshut. Josef Mittern of Furth became head master in 
1929. The art school .tries to have original designs, for 
it is trying to be progressive and keep up, especially, 
the art of wood carving as the chief industry in Oberam-
mergau. Without the knowledge of these characteristics 
of the people, their natural t endencies towards creative 
arts, the training and encouragement by teachers from Mu-
nuch, one of the art centers of the world, it would be 
impossibl e to thoroughly apprecia t e the intensely artis-
tic production of the Pa ssion Play , a survival of the Me-
diaeval Miracle Play. 
' '1 
' ' - ·-----------------
Anoth8r reason for the unusual excellence of the 
Oberammergau Passion Play wa s the superior art of print-
ing in Germany. This tended to make better t ex ts. The 
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question of how to treat the press was debated in 8very 
country , a s soon as printing was invent ed . Two courses 
were open. The government could either favor and protect 
the printers, or enchain and degrade the art. In the for-
mer case it became the interest of the printers to support 
the governing powers by refusing to print all works against 
good government and good manners, and thus, as in Germany, 
arose a nobl e · .rg,_ce of men who were learned scholars a s well 
as practical printers. They held an honorable position 
among their fellow citizens , being midway between the eru-
dite University professors and the unl earned town trades-
men. 
When on the other hand government s used their power 
to enchain, intimidate, and suppres~ the art of printing 
became degraded, as it wa s in England. The workmen grew 
incompetent and crafty , the mas t er s cringi ng and ty r anni-
cal. The printing houses became filthy and unwhol esome , 
fully deservi ng the name of "hole" by which they were com-
monly called in t his country •1 
1 J ohn Rist, Ar-t o.fJi.Qok . .Printing , ch. I. 
The social status of a printer in a German town was 
enviable. Books written by and for the use of German 
printers in the seventeenth century show dignity, simple 
and fervent piety, real love of the art, not found in 
any other country. Printers felt responsibility for 
advancing education and religion. 
Printing trade guilds were very strict. A printer 
had to serve as an apprentice five or six years, be of 
good character, come from a respectable family, which 
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had to pay for this apprenticeship. Printers never worked 
on bunday. The fees for their instruction were consider-
able, and there was a great fitting ceremony when the time 
of apprenticeship was compl eted. The apprentice then be-
came a journeyman. The "commencement" exercises were very 
dramatic. 
DEPOSITIO CORNUTI rYPOGHAPHIC 
That is 
A Comic{tl or Mirthful Play V~hich Can Be Performed 
;'Ji t ':\·:)U t a!ly Uffence at the Reception a~;d Confirmation of 
a Journeyman Who has Learned Honestly the Noble 
Art of Book-Printing 
by 
John Rist 
Frankfort on t~e Main 
John George Drullmann, Printer 
1677 
The Prologue exalts the art of printing: 
The Print•,:r ' s hous e from tax i s fr -2 e 
\'/ i th highly learned men he ~:har ·? ;; this liberty; 
For so our ET1lp <?r or d id Vr.ro thou r; a ~ld yEars (tgo 
Orci c:in ; nnd from t h:.:. t; t.L..-:e it C> ·: e r hc::.s boon so. 
. ., 
Almighty God! Thou spring of all and every grace 
We thank Thee for Thy gift, and from our lowly 
place 
We praise ·rhy gr a cious work! Thou gavest us this 
Art, 
So that Thy Holy Word might spread through every 
part 
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Till all the world should dwell in peace and righte-
ousness 
And darkness turn to Light, all through the Print-
ing Press. 
The initiation for a Journeyman was a kind of farce. · 
The apprentice would be dressed fantastically, sometimes 
with horns. Then a little play was enacted in which he 
would be beaten by fellow workers, made square with an 
ax, tested by a compass, planed, shaved (with black la-
t.her); ·h.atr cut, too pulled (apprently), beard bla ck 
greased, hat knocked over eyes, and other indignities in-
flicted supposed to be for his good. After this a confes-
sion was made to the Prie st or Parson, who made a long 
speech, of whicr: the following lines are the Epilogue: 
Creator ever good! Great Father of all grace, 
We pray to Thee to spread our art to every race. 
Our Masters printers good and their relations all, 
We recommend to Thee--be with them, great and small; 
And l et Thy Holy Word be printed by their hands, 
And for the common good be spread throughout all 
lands. 
Protect our noble Art from all adversity, 
And we will praise Thy Name to all eternity. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PROGRESSIVE DRM~ATIC DEVELOPMENT 
It is believed that the Passion Play was brought 
first into Oberammergau about the twelfth century by the 
monks of Rothenbuch Monastery of the Augustine Order. 
These moru<s probably firstprepared the text and intro-
duced religious drama. It had become very common, not 
only for the monks to write plays, but also to direct 
their performances. 
When the Monastery of Ettal was founded, of the Be-
nedictine Order, the monks of this monastery took entire 
charge of all dramatic elements in their vicinity. The 
monks of Rothenbuch and of Ettal both had religious pla.ys. 
--
This- is prove the f act that in 1803, when the property 
of the suppressed Bavarian monasteries was put up at auc-
tion, ~any costumes, u s ed in religious plays, were sold. 
The community of Oberammergau purchased annumber of ·these 
costumes, some of which were still used in 1870. 
Of course most of the plays of Mediaeval times can 
be traced to a common origin in antiquity. But the Pas-
sion Play of Oberammergau is more distinctive in its his-
tory. It always retained an especially religious element 
which must have been characteristic of this play from the 
beginning. ·rhe earliest versions of the Oberammergau 
Passion Play are the St. Ulrich and Afra texts. These 
contain the humanism, realism, and , to a limited extent, 
t.he theology of the church drama of the Middl e Ages. 
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These texts belong to the fifteenth century if not earli-
er . Characteristics of the drama. of the Middle Ages arc 
quite evident . The Proclamator is the same as the promp-
ter. Through him the moral ~ignificance of the play was 
explained to the audience. The later develonment of' this 
type is found in ~octQr in the morality play Everyman, 
and in the Proluge or Chorus in such chronicle plays of 
Shakespeare as Henry 1. 
Originally the monks of the St. Augustine Monastery 
of St. Ulrich gave the Passion Play on certain religious 
holidays. In the original manuscript of St . Ulrich and 
Afra there is genuine mediaeval poetry and the language 
is full of nobility and tenderness. There are many Ger-
man expressions which are v er y beautiful in fine dramatic 
scenes. 
It is not knovm exactly how long the Bibl e story of 
the life and Crucifixion of Chri ~~ t had been taught through 
miracle pla.ys before the Black Death visi ted the Upper 
Ammer River. At that time, 1633 , there wer e about six. 
hundred inhabitants in the village , many of whom had been 
taught dramatic a rt by the pri es t s at t he mona s tery of 
Fttal. Many had been active in portraying the Passion 
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Play in the little church o1' tbis settlement. It is known 
that here, for a number of years, no play had been so ~o­
pular as the Passion Play. 
Dr. August Hartmann, through much research, found 
that the play, so well developed in 1634, was a part of 
the Passion Play of the fift eenth century, in a play book 
with the chapter of "St. Ulrich and Afra" at Augsburg.l 
In the middle of the sixteenth century parts of another 
passion play by Sebastian Wild were drawn into it. After-
wards slips of paper containing passages of the Wilhelm 
Passion Pla.y by Johann Ael bl, a curate, were glued to the 
1622 copy. 
In the fifteenth century the family of the Arzats, 
natives of Augsburg and Nuremberg, and then later living 
in Oberammergau, founded a mars-benefice. Up to the six-
teenth century only relatives of the donators used to be 
appointed for it. One among these was a canon of the 
chapter of St. Maritz at Augsburg. By these people the 
text of St. Ulrich and Afra ha.d already come to Oberarnmer-
gau in the fifteenth century. 
Perhaps the complete text was destroyed by fire in 
1620 , when the presbytery was burned; and the performances 
may have been stopped by wars and pestilence. Then it was 
probably reconstructed from memory, or some existing parts 
were made to follow the outline of Wild. Some time later, 
1 August Hartmann, ~b~ Pa§S19n Pl~, ch. 3. 
after more passages of the Wilhern play had been inser-
t ed, the whole of the text was renovated. This was the 
new transcript of 1622 . 
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The Oberammergau people had a t hand in 1634 the Aug-
sburg text of St. Ulrich and Afra. With such a text as 
a basis, the play made by the meistersinger Sebastian 
Wild, together v1i th the manuscript of Wilhelm Johann All:ll . 
(1609) was incorporated, thus affecting the text of 1622, 
which is the principal source to consider. This text be-
gins with a modified prologue taken from Wild's play •. It 
then uses some of the St. Ulrich and Afra versions. Wild's 
play contained the c ~Bracter of Satan, who generally ap-
pear ed in all passion plays previous to 1750, and who read 
a letter from Lucifer aimed to count eract the effects of 
the Prologue. 
The text used in 1664 is still pre served in the vil-
lage . It was taken in part from a text used in Augsburg 
in the fifteenth century and from a text by Sebastian 
Wild, Meistersinger in Nuremberg , in the middl e of the 
sixteenth century. This t ext was r evised and additions 
were made a t l east three t imes before the eighteenth cen-
tury. 
The settl ement a t Oberammergau-w~~a patfsn-of its 
own in 1356 and subservient to the convent of Rothenbuck. 
It was gr eatl y influenced by the state of monast ic cult ure 
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in mediaeval Germany. Artists visited Ettal and Oberam-
mergau and art students traveled to Augsburg for instruc-
tion. 
The Oberammergau Passion Play is a survival of the 
greatest Miracle Play, rather than a revival. Its his-
tory is almost continuous from the early religious dramas 
of mediaeval times, and it retains, however faintly, 1 some of the characteristic features of its prototype. 
The Passion Play was preserved and improved by a 
number of highly distinguished leaders somewhat in the 
manner in which wood carving in the village progressed. 
But probably of all leaders of any kind in Oberammergau, 
the three names most renowned and revered are Weiss, Ded-
ler, and Daisenberger. 
Father Ottmar Weiss was the school teacher in Ober-
ammergau as well as the priest of the village in 1804. He 
opened a school for boys at Ettal where he preached ser-
mons. He revised the Passion Play text and encouraged 
the beneficiary Unhoch in his planning of a new theatre, 
since the revised text called for stage renovations. Fa-
ther Ottmar Weiss and his pupil, Curate Daisenberger, knew 
that the simpler the version of the story the more appeal-
ing it would be. They made a text portraying truth in a 
simple, clear manner. The story was based on religion 
as the Benedictines, very conservative, cultured, and 
1 J. M. Montrose, The Passion Play of Oberammergau of 
1910, 1. 
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highly educated, saw it. The Jesuits had fixed up the 
text just before this time, when Ettal had been made an 
academy of knights, and foreign ·teachers were called in-
to the country. But this Jesuit influence was only tem-
porary, and merely a superficial influence on the Passion 
Play. 
In le45 Alois Daisenberger was made curate of Ober-
ammergau. His life was a very important one for the vil-
lage, not only on account of his inspiring personality, 
but especially for his ability as a dramatic writer, and 
the splended work he accomplished in revising the Passion 
Play text. Though he was a peasant's son he had studied 
at Munich. The people recognized his ability and asked 
the king to make him their curate. Five years later he 
began the work on the Passion Ple.y, to make it more in 
keeping with the times. Some of the long passages were 
shortened, though the texts of the ~mns were not altered 
and were printed in accordance with those of 1840. 
A few passages were omit ted and the scene of Job was 
to be accompanied by music. Mr. Daisenberger did not al-
ter anything in the idea of the text, and lus feeling of 
pie~ towards Weiss, his teacher, who had revi~ed the 
text before him, was very great. The verse of some of 
the hymns was improved, several scenes were shortened, 
and many phrases refined. The prose in the whole play 
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was made more modern. 
Alois Daisenberger helped to make the Passion Play 
world famous. He also ~Tote the history of the village 
and many other works, especially plays for the practice 
theatre. At his funeral in 1883, Mayor Lang said, "'rhou-
sands know what our Passion Pla.y owes him. Respecting 
tradition, his skillful pen cleaned the text and made it 
possible for us to come into the inheritance of our fore-
fathers." 
All Passion Plays of the Middle Ages, so popular 
once and later nearly forgotten, resembled each other 
more or less . The Passion Play of Oberammergau, in spite 
of its vow of 1633, might have gone the way of all others, 
if it had not been for marvelously wise leaders who modi-
fl ed the play from time to time to suit the prevailing 
generation. ·rhe time of performance was changed from se-
veral days to one day . The lines to be memorized were 
l essened in number ac cord lngly. Some of the older plays 
contained fifty thousand lines a nd others over one hundred 
thousand. 
The Pa ssion Play of Oberammergau was first presented 
i n the church itself. From the time of the pestilence, 
however, the church yard or cemetery surrounding the 
church was used as the stage . A larger place was needed 
since this great ~st of miracle plays had become better 
known. When the vlllage church was rebuilt in 1740, its 
choir was constructed in a manner that made an occasion-
al performance in the church possible, if neces sary on 
account of rain. In 1815 and 1820 a new stage was con-
structed adjoining the northern wall of the church. In 
1830 this stage was transferred to the "Passion Meadows" 
and then, for the first time, the Passion Pla.y was per-
formed outside the village. Roofed boxes were built al-
so for the first t~me. 
Another improvement was made in 1840 when the form 
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of the stage was changed to the Greek style, It had been 
more oriental up to this time. And in 1880 a real audi-
torium was built. At the beginning the spactator's place 
was the churchyard, fhen the open ~eadows with the sky . 
for a roof. At that time a wooden f.ence was built around 
the place and the audience sat on benches or stood. 
But the populari ty---:-of- tne -play increased- st-ill- more 
so that in 1899 a solid hall was made, having six large 
arches o.f · iron spanning the building. This theatre 
could hold eight thousand people. But this was not large 
enough to hold the crowds which carne to the village to 
see the pla.y. So the plan was made and put into prac-
tice of having more than one performance. 
The law made by the curate , Alois Philly, in 1830 
held good ever after, prohibiting the performance of any 
Passion Play in the churchyard. In 1930 over two hundred 
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thousand people attended the Passion Play of Oberammergau 
in the little village of about twenty-five hundred inha-
bitants. 
The present auditorium is like a large tabernacle. 
It is entirely covered in the parts where the audience 
and orchestra are placed, and the sides can be opened or 
closed according to the weather. Inside there are no bal-
conies but the floor slopes upward towards the back of 
the building to a degree that makes the stage visible from 
all parts. The place will seat nearly five thousand peo-
ple, but with over fifteen exits the auditorium can be 
cleared in three minutes. Within the tabernacle, and 
outside sixty-five f eet from the building, smoking is 
structly forbidden. All precautions are taken to safe-
guard the comfort of guests as wei l as to preserve the 
sa cred nature of the play. 
Much thea trical deta il has b een added to the little 
Passion Play of 1634. Now there is a l arge s tage one 
hundred and twenty-six f eet wide and s eventy-fi ve feet 
deep, with twenty-two dress ing rooms, a smal l ref r es hment 
room, a nd a studio for taki ng pi ct ur e s . Behind t he scenf! s 
are whole networks of ropes, beams , movable s cenery , pul -
l eys, Roman lances, crowns , helmets, di s hes, j ewelry, etc. 
A glass roof is over the ba ck par t of the stage , which also 
has glass walls. No artificial lighting of any kind is 
used. Everything is managed with care and special judg-
ment. No disorder or confusion is evident anywhere. A 
loud speaker and certain lights are used for instruction 
and signals between the stage manager and members of the 
company. 
The theatre or auditorium has only three walls, the 
front being entirely open and facing the stage, which 
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is not connected with the auditorium. The stage adjoins 
the smaller building which contains all stage equipment, 
including the back part o.t the stage. · Thi~ building has 
a glass roof nnd gl ass walls. The front part or pros-
cenium of thA stage with no roof h:ls a background on eacJ:: 
s ic'! e and above of .·.mountc.ins and s1q and trees . The 
building back of the stage is not very high and these are 
seen very well above. &ometimes birds flying across the 
open spaces enhance the beauty of the realistic scenes. 
At the rear of this front stage or proscenium is 
the stage that is within the stage building. There are 
l a rge beautiful curtains here on which are painted Mi-
chael Angelo's Moses and the prophets Isaiah and Jeremiah. 
This rear stage, covered with gl ass roof, is used for the 
tableaux and some of the smaller scenes. On eacb side 
of t he rear stage is an arch through which are seen s treets 
of J erusalem, winding away in the distance. 
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On the r ight of t he opel"! f ront s t age i s the pal a ce 
of Anna s, a.nd on t he l E?f t the pa l a ce of Pilat e . At each 
side is a covered colonnade t hrou gh whic h the Choru r:> 
come s out in two part s , one on ea.cb s lde , f orming a line 
a cr oss the stage . The off ic e of t he Chorus is simil a r 
to that of the Gr eek chor us , to expl a in and t o comment 
on th8 s cenes t hat nre a bout to t akn pl a ce . Members of 
the Chorus or Choir a r e call Ed 11 Gu nr d.i a n Angel s ." ·rhls 
i s one of t h P. r emnnnts of an el ement i n the Mi1•acl e 
Pl ays vthen a l l t he inho0itants of Heaven wer e fr eel y r e-
presented on and somPtirues off the s t age . The song proce-
du rr> of the Ch.Jir r esP.mbles somewha t that of the Ita l i an 
opcr a o Ther e a r e five hunc~red per former s , seventy - s i x 
mu s i cians , fifty other s , nbou t s even hundr ed par t i c i pant s 
i n the Pass i on Play ~ s howing dec i ded growth of t l:e li t tle 
Mir~i cl e Pl ay of 1 6 ?.4 . 
The pres ent Passion Play begins with the t r i umpr...a.nt 
ent r y of Christ int o J eru salem and ends with the Resur -
r ection and Ascension . I t has s evf n teen acts, each pr e-
c eded by one or t wo t ableaux , r eorc2ont:..ns scenes from 
the 0 1 6 Te~tamen t which forc sb.ndo·:' t. l'\8 ocf- i0 1~s t o come . 
Fnther Dai senber ger exp Gined the .rt:}::.tint' of t he t ab --
lt?at;x to t be acti on of the cley L11 n l i.t.1-.l.F=• bo ~·J-<. :·1.:.bl i s h ed 
at Oberamruergau : 
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Our obj ect is to repr esent Christ's Passion, not 
by a mer e statement of facts, but in its connection with 
the t ypes and figure s of proph~ci e s of the Old Testa-
mer±. By this means of treatment an additional strong 
light will be cast upon the sacred narrative, and the 
thou ghtful s pecta tor will be a.ble to realize the grand 
truth that J e sus Chri s t, Son of God, made man for our 
salvation, is t he central f i gure of the ins pired volumes. 
The r el a tion of these t ableaux to the play is ex-
pl ained by the Chorus of Pr otecting Spirits, and also by 
the Prologus , who r ecites melodramatic verses embodying 
the thought given in the song by the Chorus. Great care 
i s taken t o pres erve the holy atmosphere of the Bibli-
cal scenes. Demons trations of any kind by the audience 
are strictly forbidden. No one i s a llowed to stand and 
no one is permi t ted to l eave the auditorium from the com-
mencem ent of the scene of the Crucifixion until the end 
of the Play. The mornine pa rt of the play begins at 
eight o'clock and end s a t twelve . Aft er an intermission 
of two hours the aft ernoon part begins at two o'clock 
and ends a t s ix. 
·rhn fir s t moment s in the Passi on Play theatre in 
1930 wer e quit e awe-inspiring. Though there wer never 
any artificial lights of any kind, a nd it was broad day-
light inside and outsid e , with r ays of sunshine slanting 
acros s the stnge be t ween the audi ence and the sky, trees 
and mountains, y et ther e was a deepl y spiritual gl amor 
over and. t hrou gh the a t mosphPr e of the pla ce . 
Soft , beau t :l. fu l music began to steal through the 
audi tor~~m , growin~ gradually louder and louder, and 
very i mpr essive . The l arge audience grew very still~ 
The curtains par ted in the middle, horizontally, half 
going up and hal f going down , leaving a dr ab ful l cur-
tain as a background. 
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From ea.ch sid€ carne one-half of the chorus or choir, 
meeting in the mi cd l e of t he sta.ge and forming in line 
on the fr ont of the st::1ge . They wal ked with measured 
steps , keeping thL same di s t ance fr om each other, s t a t e . 
ly, impressive, all wear i ng rich, white tunics, gray 
capes , wide gold head bands, l a r ge gold cor ds about t he 
waist and cons iderable gold ornamentation decorating the 
whole costume made of rich, costly, import ed materia ls. 
The comple~e war drobe for the pl ay, however, a.r e made b;,· 
the .Ober ammergua peopl e. in the village . Just the beauty 
and el egance of these co::::tum· s of the choir alone would 
shov-.• the high arti s t ic devel opment of t he people in this 
little s ection of Bavaria . It has only been s ince 1 830 
tl~t all the players hod their own costume s. Before this 
time most of the garments for the pl ay were borrowed from 
monast eries, municipa l ities , or corporations , though the 
people of Obera~ergau owned the costumes for the lead-
i ng charact er s . But aft er 1 830 there was no more borrow-
i ng of any kind f or t he performance of the Passion Play. 
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With no ar tificial lighting, no use of any cosmetics or 
make up of any kind , the play retains much of the slmpli-
ci ty of the ol d. mt?di a eval dr ama. . 
In former years tour ist agencies charged high rates 
for bed and l odging , payi ng the villa ger s only one- half 
t he prof i t s and sometimes l ess . Now the Pass i on Play 
Committee takes the matter into their own hands, with 
the r esult that the whole proceeding is very eff i ciently 
and a r tistically managed . rhere is no sign of the pl ay 
having become commerciali zed or having deviated fror.~ its 
primarily religious traditi on . There are no big sal aries 
for the workers, who are not given much more than enough 
to pay their expense s , and something t owar ds their futur e 
support. The people of Oberammer gau still count time f r om 
one Pass ion Pl a y performance to another, a s the ol d Greeks 
counted time be tween the Olympi ads . 
With the progre s s ive developrrHmt of th.e sta ge went 
the continual improvement of t be Pass ion Play mu s ic . Dur-
i ng Mediaeval timt? s it was cha r oct r r i s ti.c of t ha t period 
in Germany , but in 1 810 ther e wa s a decided c hange . ·rhi s 
was due to Roc hus Dedl er wbose ncu !le -t.~. o n8 ( ) f l h8 bes t 
known in Pass i on Pl8.y hi s tory . He wn s c: t c>·;:c bE•r i n Ober -
a mmer gau hoving r eceived n!tJsi c·· '- 1~ 1"' i n i_ru: ~,t r\ot.henbuc ll . 
HR was no t ed as being a .srlenc! i:: ..,., ._ ,~ i(' t -.' ·.:.-:hc·r , fi.ne com ... 
po ser, and a l s o a sc i r:r. t i. !:; t. [ti_ •. ;nr· ··,:· :·.as very gr eat 
in the vill c.ge where r•e "-':J~ ..!_ , .,. • .. · ''iwd _r .:1 nd 
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organist i n the church. 
Before 1810 , the mu sic of the Passion Play (that of 
Ro sner and Krupflber ger) did not conta in regular Passion 
play mu s ic. Ther e wer e only a f ew hymns not very impor-
tant, and s everal 11 airs. 11 In 1811 Father Ottman Weis s 
had Dedler compose more suitable mus ic. This remodeled 
mu s ic wa s los t in 1817 when most of the city was destroyed 
by fire. Dedler had to rewrite :- he music for 1820 , and on 
the whole, it res not been changed since. At fir s t it 
wa s thought a good pl a.n to put some of the clas s ic mu sic 
of the great masters into the Passion music, like that 
of Bach and Wagner. Bu t aft er more consideration this 
was not thought suitable. Dedler wa s influenced by the 
work of Mozart, but his work was not a copy. It was said 
that he mi ght have become a grea t compos er if he had 
lived longer. Some of hi s Qy.mns are very beautiful. 
In 1930 the Pass ion Pl ay was r ev i s ed by Profes sor 
Micr..ael Di emer. The grandfather, father and son were all 
l eaders of the choir. ·rhe influence of Rochus Dedler, 
however, was always f elt. Magi s tra t e Michael Diemer was 
a gr eat music ian, the be s t l eader of the choir for fif ty 
year s , a nd he wa s a lso a f i ne actor. Onder him t he t he-
a tre wa s renova t ed, the roads to the theatre l a id with 
gr avel, and a spirit of luxury appeared about the pl ay. 
In 1840 Diemer had all the debts paid by his wi s e and 
successful irr.provements in the performances. 
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Dedler's original scor e was mysteriously spirited away 
to England, deliberately stolen, the Oberarnmergauers say , 
and there was only one copy. The chief source, therefor e , 
for the present mus~c, is Guziel's manuscript (1869) based 
on an altered Dedler scor e . The 1900 revision was done 
by Feldrgl and Edwar d Lang, who resorted to Dedl er's 
church music f or addi t!.onal ma terial. Some remodeling 
was done b,y Edward Lang, conductor in 1910 , and Mr. Witt-
man, h~admast er in 19~2 . Some corrections made previous-
ly r~d ,to be removed, for they did not fit into this old 
music which was thought more sui t able. The music at pre-
sent r eminds one strongly of that of Mozart and Haydn. 
·There is a law in the village tha t all school tea chers 
mu s t be instrumental, vocal musicians and composers as 
well. 
Some musical critics beli eve that the Passion Play 
has been handicapped by an inadequate orchestra. To answer 
this, the musical conductor has written a pamphlet, Die 
Oberamm~r~auer EassiQnsmusik. The r eader is likewise r e-
ferred to a brochure entitled Das Passionspiel in Ober am-
mergau von Cyril Kistl er, Munich. 
Cl:i.APrER V 
rHE VOW OF 1634 
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It was believed, especially in Germany, that not on-
ly were these deeply religious plays good for entertain-
ment, but they were also beneficial in showing Christian 
devotion, and perhaps they might make amends for time of-
ten spent in more worldly ways. It was a common belief 
that misfortunes could eometimes be averted by the perfor-
mance of sacred miracle plays, or building a shrine ac-
cording to some vow made to God that this kind of reli-
gious work would gain personal preservation through cer-
tain perils. 
One of the most famous of these vows made in the 
history of the world was made by the people of Oberammer-
gau in 1633 . Many calamities for a number of years had 
been falling upon the little village . In 1552 ~lector 
Mori t z von Sachsen invaded the Ammergau lands, looting 
the monastery at Ettal, the town of Oberammergau , and 
persecuting the people . He is said to have damaged the 
sacred image of the Madonna . However this sacred sta-
tue of "Mary with the Child" i s still seen in the Monas-
tery and has been there ever since the Emperor brought 
it from Italy in the fourt eenth century. It is the work 
of an Italian sculptor by the name of Pisano . 
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In 1635 the Swedes carne to the little village, sacked 
the church and destroyed what they did not carry away. 
At Ettal the monks had been able to save themselves, as 
well as the sacred cups, the paraments and the miraculous 
image. But the monastery's porter and organist were mur-
dered. A great hardship was caused a little later when 
the Emperor's troops came, quartering their soldiers, ma-
king heavy burdens on the people, stopping commercial 
traffic and discouraging art. The village was in a very 
poor condition and not prepa~ed for more misfortune. 
To add to their miserable state the plague came. 
This was in 1633, one year after the Swedish invasion. 
Many towns were nearly depopulated by this terrible plague. 
A strict quarantine was set up in Oberammergau, and for 
some time the town was free from this frightfully devas-
tating pestilence. Then suddenly a man by the name of 
Caspar Schussler, an Oberammergauer, was the one who 
brought the plague into the village. 
He had been working in a neighboring town, Eschen-
lake, but wanted to come home to visit his family, and 
to attend a church celebration with them. He crossed the 
mountain of Eschenlake, and since his house was the first 
one of the whole village he was allowed to enter. That 
night he went back to Eschenlake by the way he had come. 
But in a few days he had died of the plague, and in a 
,. 
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few weeks eighty-four people in Oberammergau had died of 
the same malady. That was a terrible number to lose from 
six hundred, the whole population of the village. The 
whole town of Oberammergau was in danger of being entire-
ly wiped out. Something had to be done without delay. 
The chief people met in the village church and made 
a solemn vow to give the Passion Play every ten years if 
they might be spared from the plague. From that time on 
not another death occurred in the village of Oberammer-
gau, and those who had already become dangerously afflic-
ted, recovered almost instantly. 
In the Middle Ages, and even later, many cities and 
towns built chapels or even churches, and made vows for 
the purpose of material or spiritual salvation. Some-
times it was vowed that mass should be celebrated at cer-
tain times, and then again that there should be certain 
kinds of processions. ouch ·a vow as that of the Oberam-
mergauer village was common, and there are records of a 
number of somewha t similar instances. Garmisch has its 
"Plague Cross" from this time. Partenkirchen has its 
Chapel built to St. Sebastian and St. Rochus, erected in 
the plague cemetery. But Oberammergau has its plague vow 
for all times, its Holy Play. 
In 1634 the Passion Play of Oberammergau was performed 
according to the vow for the first time, though, of course, 
it h~d been given before this time for many years. From 
1634 the Passion Play was given every ten years until 
1674, that is, five times. Then, in 1680, it was given 
to make the year an even number, and from this time it 
was given every ten years until 1770. The Prince Elec-
tor, on March 31, 1770, forbade the performance of all 
Passion Plays in Bavaria. 
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On April 20 , the people protested, told of their 
vow, of the disappointment of many people coming to see 
the play, and the hardships of the people of Oberammer-
gau if deprived of giving the Pass ion Play. But the 
Council still r efused to give permission. Then an appeal 
was made to Elector Max Joseph III himself, but again 
were the people denied the right of giving the Passion 
Play. 
Finally, in 1780 , success came by the new Prince 
Elector Karl Theodor. He was favorable to the petition 
of the people of Oberammergau, and gave permission for 
future plays in this town, though plays in other places 
were forbidden. In 1791 some Dachan burghers a sked for 
permission to perform a similar religious play but were 
forbi dden. In 1795, however, permission was given to 
perform The Wand~~~~ay of tne Qross, the School 
of the Cross a s it is now called. 
In 1810 a decree of Prince Elector said that the law 
prohibiting the performance of Passion Plays must be 
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enforced or punishment with big fines would be inflicted. 
The citizens of Oberammergau protested again but were not 
successful and were ridiculed besldes. However, George 
Samburga, a clerical councillor, who later was instructor 
to King Lewis I of Bavaria, used his influence with King 
Max I, who finally gave permission. 
The Franco-Prussian War interfer ed with the regular 
performance of the play. Many of the principal actors 
were drafted for service, and the play had to be given 
in 1871, after the war. Again, the World War caused a 
postponement of the regular performance of 1920 until 
1922. Another performance has been planned for 1934, the 
three-hundredth anniv·ersary of the establishment of the 
performance of the play every ten years from 1634, the 
time of the first regular performance. 
People in the village say, "The Oberammergauer does 
not f e el as if he acted in a theatre. To us the Play 
means keeping the sacred vow of our forefathers." 
The Freiburg Passion Play 
Many people who saw this play in America thought it 
was the real Passion Play of Oberammergau. Many of the 
scenes are almost identical. But there is as much dif-
ference between the two plays as there is between the 
pla.ces of their origin. 
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The city of Freiburg is the ancient capital of Breis-
gau. At present i t is also quite an imposing city, with 
a popu.luti ·::m of 91,000. It has mu ch '..llY:J.::ua l }:-listoric i n-
teres t for tourists •1 The el eva tlon of ei ght hundr~?.·d und 
el ght:r-three feet is about. one-thi rd of that of Oberam-
m~ rg~~ . !he lattE· r has a much more picturesque se tting. 
Freiburg is the seat of the Albert Ludwig University, 
with over twenty-five hundred students . It was founded 
in 1457 by Archduke VI of Austria and since 1827 has been 
in a Roman Catholic a.rchbishopric. Freiburg is the chiHf 
market for the productions of the Black Forest, especial-
ly timber, and it s i ndustr y is also important. 
Baden-Baden and Heidelberg vie wi t_h Freiburt in the 
beauty of s cenery . There are tbe mountains of the Black 
Forrest , picturesque hills, f ountai ns, gar dens , and vil-
l as in each of these cities. But while Heidelburg has 
a very cel ebrated university, Freiburg has a Cathedral, 
1 Karl Baedeker, Souther n Germauv, 87 . 
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beautif ully vuilt of red sand stone, whic h is the only 
l nrge masterpiece of Gothic archit ec ture in Germany tha t 
was · entirely built during the middle Ages . 
Like Oberammergau the city of Freiburg has a swirt 
flowing stream passing through the town, but while the 
latter city is situated in a vall ey , Freiburg is built 
on a hillside . 
Both cities are somewhat similar in certain histori-
cal phases. Freiburg became a. fr ee town in the year 1120, 
and a f ew years later the construction of this marvelous 
cathedral was begun. It was nearly completed before the 
end of . the thirteenth century, a. lthough the choir and 
graceful s pire .wer n not added until the sixteenth century.1 
It was considered an astonishing thing to have a f inished 
cathedral, and Freiburg was especially noted for this dis-
tinction. 
Probably the Passion Play was introduced into Frei-
burg about the same time that it came to Oberammergau , 
but its life and development have not been the same in 
the two places . Perha ps the fact that Freiburg was free 
while Oberammergau was always more or less under protec-
tion, guidance and judgment of the priests at Ettal, may 
have established a deeper and stronger religious feeling 
1 Francis Bellamy, "The Oberammergau Pas s ion Play," Out-
!QQk, CLII, 154. 
in Oberarumergau, which kept the Passion Play almost the 
dominant factor in the lives of the people in the 
little village. 
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In the eighteenth century the Freburg Passion Play, 
which had been given in an irrcgulo.r manner for five 
hundred years, had descend ed to a mere puppet show. Then 
a member of the Fassnacht family petitioned the city 
council to l et him chanse the play bnck into its olc.er 
form . About this same time the Oberammergau people were 
also having their pl ay changed back to an older form 
under . the workme.nship of Father Magnus Kupfelberger, a 
priest living a t Ettal. For two decades the Oberammer-
eau Passion Play had been given in u form made by Father 
Bosmer, a Jesuit Pries t who had rewritten the text into 
well sounding Alexandrine lines which style the people 
did not like so well as the older version. Some of the 
people obj ect ed also to the allegorical characters on 
the stage, Death, Sin, Avarice, Envy, etc. This innova-
tions introc~uced by Father Rossmer were discarded in 
1780 . The people of Oberammergau a nd their teachers 
controll ed the Passion Play , not just one family, as 
in Freiburg. 
For over two hundr ed years the Fassnacht family have 
hnd nearly all power over the Passion Play in F'reiburg. 
They a re the ones who brought their play, with their cast 
of characters, to America a few years .ago. At tha t time 
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it was first pla.yed in the Hippodrome of New York, and 
then exhibit ed in va r ious par t s of the United Stat es . Mr. 
Belasco and Mr. Gest added to the Fas snacht cast thc:- ir 
own crowds and their own settings . The r esult VTas that 
the play was not true to the spirit or letter of the l aw 
r egarding charac terization.l 
One unpleasant note was the dancing ,girl in Herod'& 
palace whose skirt almost touched our Lord. The first 
scene before the Temple in Jerusalem shows the hand of 
Belasco. It. is a complicated pa ttern of shifting and 
variegated crowds with donkeys and camels and a herd of 
sheep. One stray sheep, as he nosed up to the cellos 
in the orchestra, o.lmo s t drowned the speeches of the 
priests with his persistent bleatings. The orchestra 
and chorus were impressive from their magnitude. 
Tlus same play was given in the Sacramento auditor-
ium and here there was no criticism of its l ack of im-
pressive r everence. Sinc e protests had been made against 
having the play presented, it was a great surprise to 
find such good actors and the story so well depicted. 
The compl ete cast and 11 settings " from the Hippodrome of 
New York had evidently not been transported West. Se-
veral hundred of the best singers in Sacramento and 
1 Stark Young, "The Pas sion Play," N~w RenubliQ, LVIII, 
360. 
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vicinity had been trained beforehand for a few days, and 
all the music was fine and devotional. Of course the ac-
tors were not so good as those in Oberammergau, but, 
with the exception of the dancing girl at the court of 
Herod, the scenes in both Passion Plays were almost iden-
tical. As for the scene of the dancing girl, it was 
beautifully done, and there was nothing objecttonable in 
this part of the story. After what Christ had been go-
ing through at the hands of the malefactors it would be 
inconsistent to raise objecting criticisms because the 
gown of this young girl almost touched Christ a.s she 
danced near. 
Criticisms vary. The following is taken from the 
Catholic Wo:r:l.d: 
One thing can be said for the Passion Play as pre-
sented in the Hippodrome by the Fass nacht family from 
Freiburg, Baden. The sounds of the hammer as the Jews 
nailed Christ on the cross struck as genuine a note of 
terror in an audience as we have ever felt. There is no-
thing irreverent about the presentation of their scenes 
from the life of Christ. The characters are very good.l 
One criticism applied to the play at Oberarrmergau 
also: 
Yet there is none of the flashing personality and 
unquestionable authority that must have been inherent in 
Christ. 
1 E. Van Renseeler Wyatt, "The Passion Play," The Catholic 
World, Vol. 1929, p. 338. 
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Although great temptations have come to the people 
of Oberammergau to take the:ir pla.y to various parts of 
the world, to allow motion picture people the rights of 
filming the play, and to give tbe pla.y themselves oftener 
than every ten years, so far they have resisted every in-
ducement promising material advantages which they think 
would t end to cheapen the quality of the play or weaken 
the strength of their vow. 
SUMMARY 
The contributions of the Mediaeva.l Miracle Play to 
that of the Passion Play of Oberammergau are like those 
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of a parent to a child. Life and form have been inherited 
but the development has gone far beyond the origin. Yet 
certain elements have continually been preserved in tlus 
same form and life. 
In the first place the main story of this particula.r 
time in the life of Christ is the same as it was in the 
old, monastic versions. And the most important actions 
of Christ, the Virgin Mary, Mary Magdalene, the disciples, 
and other participants are still as consistent with Bibli-
cal character portr~al as they were in the times of the 
Middle Ages. ·rhe same kind of vehicle of expression is 
used, the colloquial language of the time in which the 
play happens to be given. This gives the simplicity and 
clearness characteristic of the old miracle plays. The 
following lines show the style of language in the play 
of 1930 to be that in colloquial use at tha t time: 
Judas. Would it not be the greatest mistake to throw 
away this goodly sum of money that I can earn with-
out the least trouble? •••••• If the Priests succeed 
in imprisoning the Master and He is ruined, then I 
have my mite laid by •••••• If the Master is victori-
ous and reveals Himself in His majesty--then- -! 
will throw myself repentant at His feet: I know 
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how good He is- - I hc1ve never heard that He has re-
pelled a penitent who came to Him--He will receive 
me again. ·rher efor e I will not renounce the Master 
altogether --! will not burn the bridge behind me, 
so that r1can r e turn if the road in front of me is 
not good. 
The highest offices of art have been employed to pre-
serve the simplicity of an oloer time in an artificial 
age. The people in the little village of Oberammergau 
have training, indirectly or directly, from some or the 
best art centers of Europe. They use all this sort of 
education to enhance, in its simplicity, the story of the 
mediaeval passion play. The character of the Virgin Mary 
is still the dominant emotional actor. Her words and ac-
tions ar e still more productive of r eal pathos in any 
a udi ence t han t hose of Chri s t or Juda s. The mother ele-
ment in the mediaeval passion plays of this order is still 
pres erved in the l a ter mira cle play , But she is not quite 
s uch a center ofaction as in those older dramas. Progres-
s i ve dramatic development necess i t o.t es the building up of 
the opposing f a ctor. So , the character of Judas, as the 
villain in the pl ay, r eceive s more attention in the modern 
play . Yet there is a sirulla.ri ty in the older and mod ern 
mira cle play . For while Judas h8s always held the center 
of t he stage to some extent, Ma ry has always held the 
1 Jo seph Alois Da i senber ger, !he Pas sion ~lay of Oberammer-
g9U, Act 7, Scene 2 . 
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center of the emotional acting. Her power is always the 
greatest. Mary Magdalene, however, is also a center of 
great emotional acting. 
This exaltation of the clmracter of Mary was charac-
teristic of the Mediaeval Miracle Play in Germany, as it 
was of other places on the continent. Yet in Germany the 
Marienklagen had an individual development as early as 
the twelft h century, even when the Latin German drama wa s 
passing into the vernacular. And they were reflective of 
a definite Germa.n Marienkul tus. It is believed that the 
German Christians sang of Mary as the minnesingers lauded 
the national heroes in their lieds and sagas. 1 This 
glorified na tionalizing of Mary, or the glorified Mary 
nationalized has been partly responsible, according to 
Madame Diemer, 2 of preserving in the Oberammergau Passion 
Play the national r eligious spirit of the German people. 
The material for the story of the Oberammergau Play 
'Nas in the Mediaeval Miracle Play. In both cases the 
dramatic climax was reached on Good Friday with the gos-
pel of our Lord's dea th upon the cross. Christ's entry 
into J erusalem, the story of His birth, His active career, 
His Passion, and His Resurrection, all were united into 
1 c. M. Gayley, flays of Our Forefathers and Some of tbe 
Tradition~QQon_WALcn IbeY Were Found~. 
2 Hermine Diemer, Oberammergau_and Its Passion Play, 25. 
one play which has remained to the present time. Many 
dramas sprang from these parts of the Great Drama. From 
the celebrations of the Advent season dramas of the Wise 
and Foolish Virgins came , and of the Man of Sin, the 
Antichrist, who was to trouble the nations before the 
day of that second advent of the Lord. 1 A ·t e.'Ple·au· of 
the Wise and Foolish Viz·gins has ~urvived as a part of 
the Oberammergau Pla.y. The sevent een tableaux of the 
present play represent survivals of smaller ~eligious 
plays. 
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These tableaux bel~ very materially t o develop the 
didactic element in the Oberammergau Pas s ion Play . The 
sin of disobedience to the laws of God, disloyalty to 
Christ, selfishness, dishonesty, cruelty are shown by de-
picting scenes from Old Testament history. These were 
some of the tableaux: Mica h the prophet receives a blow 
on the cheek for telling Ahab the truth; the picture of 
the innocent Nabath condemned to death by false witnesses; 
Job, sufferine many insults from his wife and friends; 
Samson being made sport of by the Philistines; Joseph made 
Governor over Egypt; the Goat sacrificed as a Sin-Offer-
ing; Adam and Eve, clothed in white sheep skins, being 
driven f rom the Garden of Eden by an Angel with a flaming 
1 Hermine Di emer, Qberarr~rgau and Its Passion Play, 25 . 
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swords; the Adoration of the Cros s ; Manna in the Wilder-
ness; the Grapes brought by the Spies from Canaan; Jo-
seph sold by his Brethren.. The Mediaeval miracle play 
lasted several days and was crowded with colorful actors. 
l'he mod ern miracle play lasts one day, longer than most 
plays at the present time, and i s crowded with colorful 
actors also, though some-- those t n the tableaux--are s~­
lent. 
The words of the Oberarnmargau play ar e also very di-
dactic, just as were those of the older mi racle plays. 
The prologue in the first act of the drama is not only 
didactic but also explains the idea of tbe story: Christ 
sacrified Himself for the good of all people, who, in 
turn, should give themselves to Him. 
Welcome , welcome to all, whom here the tender love 
Of the Savior unites, mourning to follow Him 
On His journey of suffering 
To the pla ce of His burial-rest. 
Who from far a.nd near, all here have come today 
They all feel themselves now joined in brothern' 
love 
As disciples of one Lord 
Who has suffer ed death for all. 
Who gave Himself for us, with compassion and 
love 
Even to bitter death. To Him let us life up 
Our gaze, and our hearts too, 
With love unfeigned and gratitude. 
Up to Him l et us lift all our thoughts and our 
souls, 
Pray with us, yea wi th us pray , a s the hour comes, 
When the debt of our sacred 
Vow we pray to the supreme God. 1 
1 Dai senberger, Act I, Prologue . 
The office of the prologue has been retained from 
the earlier miracle plays. 
To the open enemies now goes the treacherous 
Friend, and behold a few pieces of silver suffice 
·ro efface from the heart of Iscariot, all Love and 
fidelity. 
#tckedly goes he, and the wretch most abandoned, 
·ro barter a soul, concluding his shameless bargain; 
Agreeing to sell, for a traitor'~ reward, the 
Noblest of Teachers. 
First Stanza of Prologue of Act Thirteen 
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A very picture of misery, there, the Redeemer stand$. 
Even Pilate himself is moved to sympathy for Him. 
Have ye then no mercy, 
Oh t ye deceived and misguided people? 
The office of the Chorus, which has also been inheri-
ted from e~rlier plays, gives a description of that which 
2 is to follow in the play. 
· Chorus: 
0 see the King t See Him in scorn 
As monarch crowned--with what a crown! 
And what a scepter in His hand t 
See Him in purple robe arrayed, 
Yea, and with crimson rags bedecked. 
Is that the festal garb of Kings? 
Where on Him is a trace of Deity? 
The sport of cruel hangmen now. 
Behold the Man t 
Cries Pilate pitying: 
See what a man t 
1 A. Daisenberger, The Passion Play of Oberamm&rga~, Act 6, 
Prologue. 
2 Dr. R. Froning, ~Prama des M11t~lal~, pp. 584-6. 
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The following lines from various mediaeval dramas show 
the prevailing custom of using the common language of the 
times as a vehicle of expression in miracle plays. 
The Birth of Maryl 
(The Play commences with the speaking of a Prologue, be-
ginning as follows.) 
Cryste coneerve tru~ congreg~t!on 
Fro' perPllys p~st, P'sent, and futur, 
And the p'$o 1nys her' pleand. 
In fewe wurdys talkyd, that it sbulde nat be ted 'yous 
To ne lernyd, nyn to lewd, nyn to no ~an of reson; 
This is the p'cease;--Now p 1serve you Jh'us; 
Th'for of this I yow pray, all that ben her' present, 
And tak bed to our tal~n, what we shall say: 
I be teche yow, that lorde that is evyr omnypotent, 
To governe yow i n goodness, as he best may, 
In hevyn we may tvm se. 
The Miraculous Espousal of Mary to Joseph2 
E'pus. Mary; wole ye haue this man, 
And nym to kepyn, as yo' lyff; 
Maria. In the tenderest wyse, fadyr, as I kan, 
And with all my wittys flyff. 
E'pus. Joseph; with this ryng now wedde thi wiff, 
And be her hand, no~, thou her' take. 
Jos eph. Ser, with this rynge, I wedde her ryff, 
And take her 'now her', for my make. 
E'pus. Mary, mayd, with outyn mor' stryff, 
On to thi spowse, thou hast hym take. 
Maria. In chasty te, to l eden IDf lyff, 
I shall bym nevyr for sake, 
But evyr with him byde; 
1 Wm. Hone, Ancient M~~ies Des~1Pe~~~ally ~~ 
English Miracle Play~, 3. 
2 Ibid ., 34. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Ep'us. Her' is the holyest mat'remony, that evyr 
wa.s, in this werde: 
The hyg names of our Lord we wole now syng 
ey, 
We all wole this solempn dede record 
Devowtly. 
Das Frankfurter Passionsspiel von 1493 
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This pla.y is Chaitacteristic of many of the German 
Passion Plays. As has been said before those older plays 
contained many more characters than tne modern play, some 
of which have been retained in the tableaux, while others 
have been omitted altogether. In this particular play 
are the characters, which have been omitted from the ac-
tion of the present play, but have been kept in the tab-
l eaux: Augustinus, David, I saac , Solomon, Sandir, Dani el , 
J oseph, Zachar i as , J:tcob , Jr?rerdas , I ~uiah, Lazarus, Dia-
bolu:; , Abra ham, Veronlcn , ~al orJ t- . The following selected 
lines show a great simile:.rity to those in the later play 
of 19Z,Q, wbich have already been quoted: 
Inc e_pit l audus de passione deomini nost.ri Ihesu Cris-
ti. Et primo angeli cantent: 
Si~eti! 
Postea: 
Veni, sancte Spiritus ! 
Et dicit Augustinus : 
Ir hirschafft, stelle t unwern scb!J.ll e ! 
Dis wart vernemet uber alle: 
Ir bait l ange wol vernomen, 
Das unser here wolde komen 
Und gebern werden 
Men s cr~ich hie uff erden, 
Wie di e wissagere 
. . . . . . . . . 
Des horet, ir sellgen lude hie, 
Was man uch saget uberlude ! 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Was uch der sach sy bekant, 
Wie Cristus unnser heylFJ.nt 
An dem crutz wart vorsnidden. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1 
The words of MD.ry at the tirne of the crufixion ge-
ner ally r eflec t the same emo tion in all the plays of the 
Micldl<:l Ages . 
0 Jhesu, 1 i ebe sone n~ne ! 
Wie lang sal icb hie uff erden sin 
So du von mir bist gescheiden?2 Mir geschag noch nye so le.•ide! 
3 Das Al sfelder Passionspiel 
Thi s is another play of the Mi ddle Ages from which 
the Oberammergau play may have derived certain charac-
teristics. The Proclama tor has the same function in 
both plays . 
Erster Tag 
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Primo igitur personis ordinate in suis locis constitutis 
angeli canunt: 
Silete ! 
Proclarnator in medio ludi dicit: 
Nu horet alle and vornewnet mich 
Er fijhet alt, jung, ar m adder rich, 
Alle die r~ e vorfampt fyn! 
1 J. Kurscrner, Deutsch Nat~~~.erqture , Das Drama des 
Mittelal~, II, 379 . 
2 Ibid., 532 . 
3 Ibid., 567. 
Chorus can tat: 
Ductus est Jhcsus in etc . l 
Duo angeli cum candelis ducen t Jhesum cum 
r esponsorio: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Roc die to chorus canta t: 
Reliquit eum temptator--2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Hoc dict0 . cborvs ~antat : 
Ad unius ; isionis vel Ambulons Jhesus - -3 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • t • ' 
Hoc f ac to chorus cantat u t sequitur: 
Chorus: 
Mira buntur omncs de .. hys, q~e procedebe.nt de 
ore dei. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Onus autem--
Cayphu s canit solus in castro: 
Expedid vobis--
Chorus : 
Ab illo ergo die etc. 5 
The mu sic of a country has always been r epresented 
in the lives of tbe people of thRt count ry. T.he Greeks, 
as early a s the sixth century B. C. celebrated the com-
ing of the spring with a r eligi ous festival named after 
the god Dionysus . Many songs and dances accompanied 
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1 J. Jur schner , Deutsch NatiQnal Literat~~' Das D~ma des 
Mit tel alters, II, 607 . 
2 Ibid . , 609 . 
3 Ibid. ., 610. 
4 Ibid ., 640 . 
5 Ibid ., 654. 
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1 
these festi vals. The songs, dances, festivals were used 
for all kinds of holidays, sometimes religious, and at 
other times secular. It was this music that was repre-
sented in the Mediaeval dramas, the music of the people, 
some of which is conspicuous in the Oberammergau Passion 
Play. The folk songs of the Ger~ans are the backbone of 
the great classical a nd romant ic periods of the 18th 
and 19th centuries which mtlde Bach, Mozart, Schubert and 
Schuman, Wagner and Bra hms the music masters of the 
world. As early as the l4,th century coll ections Qf these 
songs had been made, the subjects of which were mostly 
historical. By the 16th century music bad grown so much 
that every sentiment of the human heart, and eve:ry occu-
pation of life had its own s ongs . 1 These were often used 
in mediaeval drama. 
'These songs became melodies independent of the ac-
companiment. They also put the major scale on a firm 
basis which t ook the plB.ce of the church modes . T;.,~.i.r 
spirit and power were felt i n every branch of mus ic, a nd 
they suppl:1.ed melodies for the chora l es or hymns, for 
the lute player s and organists in the 15th, 16th, and 
17t h centuries. 
Every town had its own qand called the Stadt _ffeif-
f er e i (town pipers). The peasant boys pl~.y ed the fi ddle, 
1 Bauer and Peyser, How Mu~~£ Grew, 136-137. 
and the shepherds the schalmey (a kind of oboe). Every 
festivity was accompanied by song and dance.1 This 
same kind of band, with certai.n modern improvements, 
exis ts in Oberammergau today. It parades through the 
streets of the village the evening before the Passion 
Play is enacted and is considered an important part of 
the play itself. 
Luther seized upon common song as ipdi$pensable, 
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and in 1523 and 1526 , with the aid of Walth~r and others, 
issued orders of service with this element emphasized. 
The hymns provided were as a rule spec~ally written in 
metrical form. 2 Before 1600 the style advanced to a de-
finitely harmonic form, with a solid progression o1' chords, 
the melody in the treble and the lines sharply defined by 
cadences ana controlled by a coherent tonality. In the 
choir of the present Pas s ion Play, composed of fifty 
voices, there is the same s cheme of rendering the melody 
in the treble (tenor or soprano) with the whole choir 
controlled by a coherent tonali tj'. But of course this is 
a characteristic of much of the choir music of the present 
time. 
Bavaria 
In the 16th century Bavaria was almost as potent a 
1 Bauer and Peyser, How Music Grew, 136-137. 
2 Waldo S. Pratt, The Hi~tory of Musj,Q, ch. 8, 1~~9-130. 
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factor in the Empire as Austria. Religiously it was 
strongly Catholic in sympathy and in close communication 
with Italy. Some of its cities like Nuremberg, Augsburg 
and Ulm, were musically known tnrougnout Europe not on-
ly as Meistersinger centers, but as headquarters of mu-
sic printing and instrument making. The lists of Bavar-
ian musicians show many of them to be monks OT other re~ 
ligious persons of great musical ability. 1 M&ny of them 
had great influence in the development of the ~usic in 
the Oberammergau Passion Play, making this music of great 
excellence, and helping to preserve it in its present 
appropri.ate form, in this present miracle play, It is 
dramatic music at present, having evolved from that of 
the seventeenth century, propagated from Italy into 
Germany, France, and England. 2 
The music of the Oberammergau Passion Play has re-
ceived more change than some of the other elements of 
this ancient drama. While it has some characteristics 
of the mediaeval music it also has r esemblances to some 
modern melodies with certain restrictions; since the 
written mu sic is always kept secret, both the songs and 
the instrumental score, it is r ather hard to analyze it 
l Waldo S. Pratt, ~be Historx pf_M~, ch. 8, 135. 
2 Ibid., 165. 
satisfactorily. Of course there are traces of the Lu-
ther Reformation music in the chorales. That :f.nfluence 
has been throughout Germany since the time of Martin' 
Luther'5 work in improving church music, l523-1526. 
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And in the prologue, sometimes, and also in some of the 
songs, there is a slight chantlng. This is a survival 
of the earlier church music which existed in the Mediae-
val miracle plays. The first part of the Prelude to 
the whole pla.y is a good exatnple of this chanting miJ<:ed 
with a slight melody. When the Chorus is in place the 
l eader intones and sings the first part of the Prelude: 
Bow ye down in Holy wonder 
Ey God's curse oppressed r ace; 
Peace to thee t From Zion grace once more, 
The offended One.--His wrath :ts forever just l 
"! demand not," thus speaks the Lord, 
"The Sinner's death 1" I will 
Forgive him, - -he shall live 
My Son's own blood shall now atone for him." 
Adoration 1 Praise 1 fears of joy to Thee, 
0, Eternal 1 
Bavaria was one of the music centers of the world 
in la. ter mediaeval times. ·rhere wer e many musical genius-
es in Southern Ger~any even in these early times. The 
r eligiou s music of the Reformation became very popular. 
It was composed of melodies, hymns , and often influenced 
by folk songs. The German peopl e ver y quickly applied 
this music to all their religious ac t iviti es .1 
1 Waldo s . Pratt , History of Mus~, ch. 5 , 89-100. 
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